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ABSTRACT
The residential demand for electricity, studied on the
national level for many years, is here investigated on the
regional level. A survey of the literature is first
presented outlining past econometric work in the field of
electrical energy demand. An econometric model is then
presented using a 1970 cross-section of sixty-seven New
England electric utilities and their service areas as the
data base.
The special nature of the market for electricity,
characterized by decreasing block rate structures, requires
that both a supply price equation and a demand equation be
estimated. A suitable technique, two-stage least squares,
is used to obtain consistent coefficients, and elasticities of
demand are obtained.
The residential demand for electricity is found to be
significantly correlated with its average price, family income,
family size, heating degree days, and the ownership -- public
or private -- of the electric utility. Price and income are
found to be the most important determinants of demand. The
cross-elasticities of demand with respect to the average
prices of natural gas and fuel oil are unexpectedly negative.
This is thought to be due to poor data in the case of fuel oil
and the unavailability of natural gas in much of the region.
Another explanation may be the inability of the model to
portray what might be a non-linear cross-elasticity function.
The supply price is correlated with the quantity of
electricity consumed, utility operation and maintenance costs,
total number of customers, degree of urbanization, and the
ownership of the utility.
The structural supply and demand equations are also
estimated using the ordinary least squares procedure. The
coefficients derived in this manner are not significantly
different from those obtained using the two-stage least squares
3technique, a rather surprising result considering the simul-
taneity of the demand and supply price equations.
Three methods are investigated for obtaining the total
elasticities of demand from the reduced-form of the demand
equation. These elasticities, contrasting with the direct
elasticities derived from the structural equations, are
presented for comparative purposes.
Policy implications of the results of the equation
estimation are discussed as are suggestions for further
research in this field.
Thesis Supervisor: Karen R. Polenske
Title: Associate Professor of Urban Studies and Planning
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8Chapter 1 Introduction and Summary
The residential demand for electricity is an important
part of the total demand for energy in the United States and
has received considerable attention in past studies.1
Relatively neglected, however, has been the need for regional
studies of this same commodity. Regional analyses can be
important inputs for energy planners and as such should be
carried out on the most detailed level of aggregation possible.
This thesis presents a study of the residential demand
for electricity in New England. An econometric model is
developed, based on a cross-section of sixty-seven utilities
for the year 1970. Explanatory variables included in the
model are the average prices of electricity, natural gas, and
fuel oil, family size, degree days, income, and a dummy
variable indicating the ownership, public or private, of each
utility.
Because electricity is sold in declining block rates,
there is a dependence of quantity on price as well as the
hypothesized effect of price on quantity consumed. For the
demand equation to be identified, therefore, both a supply
and a demand equation have to be estimated, where the supply
equation contains at least one exogenous variable not included
in the demand equation. This simultaneous system of equations
is estimated using the two-stage least squares technique
which provides consisten't estimates of the derived
coefficients.
Six forms of equations are tested. For each, the
9structural demand equation is satisfactory in terms of goodness
of fit and consistency of the coefficients. Poor fuel oil
data and the unavailability of natural gas in much of the
region may account for the unexpected negative elasticities
associated with the prices of these energy sources and for the
insignificance of the fuel oil price variable. On the other
hand, these problems might be due to the inadequacy of the
model in reflecting what might be a step-function type of
cross-elasticity.
The other explanatory variables, however, have the
expected signs yielding, for the log-linear form, elasticities
of -1.1162 for the price of electricity and .4436 for family
income. Although other forms of the equations give values of
less than one for the price elasticity of demand, these
values are not statistically different from the log-linear
value.
The demand equations also indicate the importance of
climate on energy consumption and show as well that customers
of publicly owned electric utilities consume less than
households served by private companies.
The supply equations, while not providing as good a fit
as the demand equations, do well in terms of the plausibility
of their coefficients. As expected from the declining block
rate structures, price is found to be a negative function of
quantity consumed. The location of the price curve depends
positively on utility operation and maintenance costs, while
it is found that economies of scale in larger companies
10
contribute to a lower residential price schedule. In addition,
there is a price advantage for households being served by
publicly owned electric utilities.
The elasticities obtained from the structural demand and
supply price equations are direct elasticities, not reflecting
the total interactive effect of changes in the explanatory
variables on the dependent variables. The reduced-form
equations will provide these total elasticities. Three
methods are investigated for estimating the reduced-form
equations, one by algebraically manipulating the structural
equations, a second using a variable from Typical Electric
Bills to specify the location and shape of the price curve,
and the third by directly regressing quantity consumed on all
the exogenous variables in the system. None of these methods
is totally acceptable for the small sample studied, but the
three results are presented for comparative purposes.
Lagged structures can be estimated to test for dynamic
features in a model. However, lack of data makes this
impossible for this New England sample. Halvorson's {1972}
conclusion that the static model accurately reflects the
national long-run demand for electricity is assumed to apply
as well to New England.
The results of this study are not significantly different
from Halvorson's {1972} subset of data for New England, the
Middle Atlantic and East North Central states combined, but
they do vary considerably, especially in terms of the income
elasticity, from the national studies of Houthakker-Taylor {1966},
11
Wilson {1971}, and Anderson {1972}. Thus the need for
regional breakdowns is made clear, both on the level of
empirical studies and in energy planning decision-making.
The thesis also presents an aspect of electricity demand
that has not been considered in previous studies, namely that
consumers served by publicly owned utilities buy less
electricity, everything else being equal, that those in
private companies' franchise areas, notwithstanding the fact
that public companies generally offer lower rates than private
firms. This lends strong empirical support to the importance
of advertising and promotional activities in stimulating
electrical energy consumption. Disaggregation to the level of
utilities was necessary to uncover this fact, for statewide
studies cannot differentiate between public and private
electric utility service.
A number of weaknesses exist in this study which, if
overcome,could provide a more accurate formulation of the
residential electricity demand. First, a more complete
supply equation should be formulated. Explicit account
should be taken of load duration curves, transmission costs,
and, if possible, government regulation. Next, more
comprehensive data on fuel oil should be obtained. This
decentralized indus'try is vitally important in energy demand
studies, and until now it has been ignored. The fuel oil
price data used in the present analysis are lacking in
completeness and accuracy. Third, consideration should be
taken of the unavailability of natural gas in part of the
12
region. A first attempt was made in this study by including
a variable indicating the percentage of towns in an electric
utility's franchise area served by natural gas companies. More
detailed information is needed -- for example, the length of
time such gas service has been available -- in order to get a
better picture of the actual scope of inter-fuel competition.
Finally, the nature of inter-fuel competition should be
examined more fully. For example, the idea of non-continuous
cross-elasticities might be incorporated into the model if
this was found to be an accurate description of consumer
behavior.
The present study has been carried out as a test of
econometric techniques on the regional level, making an
effort to obtain data at the most detailed level of aggregation.
The results of the regression, as mentioned above,
substantiate those obtained in another regional study done at
the state level, thus lending credence to both analyses. The
deficiencies mentioned in the previous paragraph represent
important problem areas for future studies. It should be noted,
however, that to overcome the data problems would require
considerable time and energy, and it is not clear that the
resulting equations would be significantly different from those
derived in this study. Similarly, a more complete supply
equation,while of value in itself, might have little effect on
the estimated demand equation. The law of diminishing returns
comes into play in econometrics as well as in economics, but
it is more difficult to know where to stop in the former. This
13
thesis fulfills its purposes. An intensive investigation of
the residential demand for electrical energy is performed
for New England. The results point out the need for similar
studies of other regions.
14
Chapter 2 Survey of the Literature
2.1 Introduction
This section presents a review of earlier studies of the
long-run residential demand for electricity in the United
States. Particular attention is paid to the explanatory
variables used in each analysis, the formulation of the
models, and the data used in the estimations in each case.
The five studies summarized here have established the
significance of income, electricity price, and gas price, as
well as sociological variables, in determining the average
demand for electricity in the United States. In addition,
they present a history of the refinement of econometric
techniques in estimating demand. These techniques, having
been tested with national data, are now ready to be applied
on the regional level.
2.2 Fisher-Kaysen
Franklin M. Fisher and Carl Kaysen {19621 performed an
intensive analysis of electricity demand for the General
Electric Corporation. One part of their study concerns the
long-run household demand for electricity.
Fisher and Kaysen argue that because the demand for
electricity is a derived demand, dependent on a household's
stock of appliances, it is the demand for these appliances,
or white goods, that should be estimated. They review the
traditional stock adjustment model, based on the idea that
15
there is a gap between desired consumption of durable goods
and actual purchases. It is concluded that this formulation
is unsuitable for their purposes. An equation based on the
stock adjustment principle, it is pointed out, leads to
uninterpretable results, as the lagged value of the dependent
variable in the right-hand side of the equation takes up
all variation in the dependent variable itself. The stock
adjustment model therefore is dismissed.
The replacement is a "disease" model in which the
possession of a unit of a given household appliance is
considered as the state of having a contagious disease.
Households are immune or susceptible to the disease in
various degrees depending on economic and social factors. The
dependent variable is the change in the stock of a given
appliance, "the rate of growth of the disease -- or its
infectiousness, so to speak."2 The appliances considered
are washing machines, freezers, refrigerators, ironing
machines, electric dryers, and electric water heaters.
Explanatory variables used are the change in long-run income,
current income, the price of the appliance, the price of its
gas-using substitute, the change in the number of wired
households per capita, the change in population, marriages,
the prices of electricity and gas, and the kilowatt-hours of
electricity consumed per time unit of normal use of one
physical unit of appliance. Fisher and Kaysen used state
data for the period 1946-49 and 1951-57.
The results of the regressions do not permit reliable
16
conclusions, as the coefficients have low significance levels
and unexpected signs. The authors point out the inadequacies
of their data and, while admitting that their model might not
be the best possible, point to the data as the main problem
in their analysis.
Household demand is generally found to be price-inelastic,
although the authors provide evidence that the price effect
is greater in the South and Southwest than in other sections
of the country. More important factors, it is concluded, are
changes in long-run income, population, and the number of
wired households per capita.
The poor results and data problems in this study, as
mentioned by Fisher and Kaysen themselves, put strong doubt
on their conclusions. In addition, their approach points
the way to more comprehensive analyses of residential
electricity consumption, those concerned with the total demand
for electrical energy rather than for selected appliances.
2.2 Houthakker-Taylor
Hendrik S. Houthakker and Lester D. Taylor {1965} present
a dynamic model of consumption based on the idea that current
consumption is dependent not only on prices and income, but
also on the pre-existing inventory, or consumer stock, of the
good in question. In the case of nondurable commodities,
habit formation is regarded as the counterpart of stock
adjustment. Current purchases are interpreted as an attempt
to bring inventories in line with some desired or equilibrium
17
level.
A national time-series for the postwar years gives
significant results in the case of the demand for electricity.
Both long-run and short-run price elasticities are calculated
(-1.8926 and -0.1289, respectively) as are elasticities with
respect to total per capita personal consumption expenditures
(1.9363 and 0.1319). In addition to the time series, cross-
sectional equations ara estimated using income as the chief
explanatory variable. Households whose income has risen are
found to spend relatively less on habit-forming, nondurable
goods, such as electricity and gas, than on more durable goods.
The Houthakker-Taylor model is of interest because it
incorporates a type of stock-adjustment, or habit formation,
mechanism and because it deals with the demand for electricity
itself. The contrast with Fisher-Kaysen is evident, for the
latter dismiss the stock-adjustment model as unsuitable. In
addition, the General Electric analysis was concerned with
the long-run demand for appliance rather than for electrical
energy.
2.4 Wilson
John W. Wilson {1971 1presents a cross-sectional analysis
of seventy-seven cities in the United States, hypothesizing
that the determinants of residential electrical energy
consumption are the average prices of electricity and natural
gas, family income, the size of housing units (rooms per unit),
and heating degree days. The data used are for different
18
years. As no lagged structures are discussed, this apparently
reflects data availability problems rather than an attempt
to construct a different form of the static model.
Wilson obtains an own-price elasticity of -1.33,
significant to the .001 level in the log-linear equation, and
he also finds a significant elasticity with respect to the
price of gas. Although income is strongly significant, it
has the wrong sign, a phenomenon for which he does not present
a convincing explanation.
The second part of Wilson's study deals with the demand
for appliances. A cross-section of eighty-three Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas is used, and six appliances are
investigated. Wilson introduces as his dependent variable the
saturation of a given appliance, that is, the percentage of
homes with at least one unit of that appliance. Price
elasticities are generally siginificant with the expected sign
in this part of the analysis, and electricity price is the
most important variable. Once again, however, the income
variable does not behave well, sometimes having a negative
coefficient.
The theoretical basis for the second part of Wilson's
analysis is not evident, for the use of appliance saturation
as the dependent variable is not justified by the author. It
is usual in the study of durable goods to include some type of
stock adjustment mechanism or, as in Fisher-Kaysen, to
introduce another kind of theoretical framework reflecting
the characteristics of the market for these expensive,
19
seldom-purchased goods. The lack of such a structure puts
doubt on the conclusions of the second part of Wilson's
paper. The first part, with its unexpected income coefficient,
indicates the need for more studies with different data bases.
2.5 Anderson
Kent P. Anderson {1972} introduces the concepts of
locked-in and flexible demand in his study of electrical
energy consumption. Locked-in customers are pictured as being
extremely unresponsive to energy costs and income while
flexible customers have the ability to purchase new appliances.
For the dependent variable, Anderson uses the average quantity
of electricity consumed per flexible residential customer, and
he uses a 1969 cross-section of fifty states as the data base.
The electricity price variable is the average real cost of the
second 500 kilowatt-hours per month as obtained from the
Federal Power Commission's Typical Electric Bills. Other
explanatory variables are the average cost of gas, a
nonmetropolitan index, average July temperature, average
number of persons per household, and average real personal
income per household.
In the postulated case in which all of the customers
are considered flexible, that is, in which none are lock-in,
Anderson's dependent variable closely resembles the one used
by Wilson in the first part of his study. The results of
the regression, however, differ considerably. The derived
coefficients are significant with the expected signs. The
20
price of electricity has an elasticity of -0.91, the price
of gas 0.13, and income 1.13.
Anderson's results are convincing. In addition, the
formulation of his model is intriguing, for it admits the
existence of a two-part market for electricity, one responsive
to price and income chages and one less flexible in its
consumption patterns.
2.6 Halvorson
Robert F. Halvorson {1972} is the first author to
incorporate the simultaneous nature of the electricity demand
and supply price equations in an econometric study. Halvorson
explains the nature of the identification problem (which
shall be discussed in the following chapter) and deals with
the difficulties in deriving a suitable price variable. After
a very intensive review of the studies mentioned in the rest
of this section, he presents the formulation of his model
and estimates, using a rectangular block of data of forty-eight
states for the years 1961 through 1969 (432 observations in
all), both structural demand and supply equations. In addition,
reduced-form equations are obtained.
The explanatory variables in the demand equation are the
average price of electricity, the average price of gas,
average real income per capita, an index of wholesale prices
of selected appliances, heating degree days, average July
temperature, the percentage of population living in rural areas,
the percentage of housing units in multi-unit structures,
21
the average number of persons per household, and a time term.
The supply price is dependent on average sales per customer,
average hourly wages in manufacturing, percentage of
generation produced by publicly owned utilities, the cost of
fuel per kilowatt-hour of generation, the percentage of
population in rural areas, the ratio of total industrial sales
to total residential sales, and a time term.
The log-linear equation in Halvorson's thesis gives an
elasticity of -1.1378 with respect to the price of electricity,
0.5204 with respect to income, and 0.0472 with respect to the
price of gas. It is found that the variable expressing the
percentage of units in multi-unit structures is not significant
and that the number of degree days is only weakly significant.
This might be due to the strong correlation of these variables
with the percentage of population living in rural areas and
average July temperature, respectively. Both of the latter
are strongly significant.
The estimated supply price equations do not provide as
good a fit as the demand equations, but they are satisfactory
in terms of the signs of the coefficients and significance
levels. The elasticity of price with respect to quantity
purchased is -0.60 for the log-linear form. This variable is
the most important determinant of price, although most of the
other variables are also significant.
Because of the large number of observations (432) in his
sample, Halvorson is able to perform regressions on subsets
of data. One of his divisions is on a geographical basis.
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Table 1
Summary of Halvorson's Regional Results
Region Variable
Northeastb Price
Southeastc
West North
Central
Westd
Total Country
Northeast Income
Southeast
West North
Central
West
Total Country
Northeast
Southeast
West North
Central
Gas Price
West
Total Country
Elasticity
-1.1540
-1.0545
-0.7035
-1.0824
-1.1378
0.4606
0.5170
0.0317
0.0343
0.5204
-0.0042
0.2876
-0.0118
0.1905
0.0472
Significance Level
.0001a
.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001
.7200
.6802
.0001
.8094
.0001
.7722
.0001
.0084
a/ Significant to at least this level.
b/ Includes New England, Middle Atlantic, and East North
Central regions.
c/ Includes Soth Atlantic and East South Central regions.
d/ Includes Mountain and Pacific regions.
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He is thus able to produce regional elasticities. The results
are presented in Table 1 to illustrate the variation in
elasticities from region to region.
Halvorson meets the problems of estimating the
residential demand for electricity directly, and his thesis
is a most thorough one. Some of his methods and arguments
are incorporated into the present analysis. As these will be
presented later, they are not discussed here.
2.7 Summary and Rationale for this Study
A review of a number of studies of the long-run demand
for electricity in the United States has been presented. A
tabular summation of the characteristics and findings of the
reports can be found on the following page.
The analyses mentioned in this rather quick review of
the literature represent both early and more sophisticated
attempts to estimate the residential demand for electricity.
These studies have evolved to narrow the bounds of the
estimation procedure, both in terms of the variables included
and in regard to the models formulated. From the wide spread
of variables in the Fisher-Kaysen study, only six or seven
explanatory variables are found in the demand equations of
Anderson and Halvorson. The conflict between models
estimating the demand for appliances and those testing the
demand for electricity is unresolved, but the last two studies
have used the latter as the relevant variable. Perhaps most
importantly, Halvorson has investigated the simultaneous
Table 2
Summary of Previous Studies of Long-Run Demand
Study
Fisher-
Kaysen
Houthakker-
Taylor
Wilson
Anderson
Halvorson
Sample
Time Series
1946-1957
Time Series
U. S. Cities
1966
S. M. S. A.'s
1960
U. S. States
1969
48 States
1961-1969
Dependent
Variable
Changes in
Appliance
Stocks
Average
Electricity
Consumption
Average
Electricity
Consumption
Appliance
Saturation
Average
Electricity
Consumption
Average
Electricity
Consumption
Electricity
Price Variable
Average Price
Average Price
Typical
Electric
Bill
Typical
Electric
Bill
Typical
Electric
Bill
Average Price
Elasticities of Demand
Price Income Gas Price
Generally Insignificant
-1.89 1.93 n.a.
-1.33 -0.46 0.31
Significant Price Variables
Income is Sometimes Negative
-0.91
-1.15
1.13 0.13
0.52 0.04
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nature of the demand and supply price equations and had
included this as a vital part of the estimation procedure.
The present study uses the experience of these authors and
takes the study of electricity demand into a new context.
This thesis presents an analysis of the demand for
electricity in New England. This regional study is performed
at a very detailed level of aggregation. A demand equation
is estimated using a cross-section of electric utility data
and based on the economic and social characteristics of the
service areas of those utilities. In addition, in order to
compensate for the unique pricing system in the electric
industry, a supply price equation is derived.
All of the studies mentioned in this chapter use state
data as their statistical base. This by no means invalidates
the results obtained by the authors, and, indeed, their
conclusions are of value in terms of the United States as a
whole. However, most of the authors have not considered the
regional implications of their results. Halvorson provides
an exception in that he devoted a part of his study to the
breakdown, by region, of his state data. Data limitations,
though, require him to consider areas which are much larger
than those used in energy decision-making. For example, he
combines the three Federal Power Commission regions of New
England, Middle Atlantic, and East North Central in one
regression. The only area that retains its integrity is the
West North Central one. Even with this broad breakdown, though,
there is a wide disparity between national and regional
26
elasticities (see Table 1). Halvorson's work does not go
far enough.
The need for regional studies carried out at a very
detailed level of aggregation is clear both for empirical
reasons and for decision-making purposes. Heretofore, the
regional work that has been performed was based on state data,
including state average prices of electricity and gas and
income. Consideration of the characteristics of any region in
which there is substantial variation in economic and social
variables leads to the conclusion that it is appropriate to
estimate equations for that area alone. Furthermore, analyses
employing the state averages of economic and social variables
tend to overlook important deviations of these variables
within each state. Data should be gathered at the most
detailed (reliable) level possible. An equation estimated
from these data will more properly demonstrate the economic
relationships being investigated than the same equation
estimated from state data. In the case of New England, it
was found that data on electric utility operations are
readily available and that information on utility franchise
areas is also obtainable. Sixty-seven utilities and their
service areas form the data base for this thesis, and the
results, as expected, are significantly different from
national studies.
While the more detailed level of aggregation of data
produces results contrasting with those derived from state
figures, there are also compelling policy reasons for
27
regional estimation of demand equations. The importance of
national demand and supply equations in assisting policy
makers cannot be disputed, as pointed out by Halvorson (19721
and MacAvoy {19701. However, the national elasticity of
demand for electricity with respect to price or income may
severely overstate or understate that elasticity in a
particular region of the country. This reflects the fact that
different sections of the nation have developed varying
economic and social structures, as well as-having disparate
climatic and other physical characteristics. For example, the
influence of natural gas prices in New England is certain to
be different from that in Oklahoma or Texas. The fuel was
only introduced to parts of the former region in the 1950's,
and there are still many areas that are not served. In the
latter, however, natural gas has been available for decades and
is a mainstay of energy supply. On the other hand, to leave
fuel oil prices out of a study of New England would not reflect
the energy situation there.3
Any national policy that seeks to direct the energy
industry in the optimum use of resources by suggesting
pricing schemes and othermethods must take into account the fact
that such a policy will have a different impact, in terms of
income distributions as well as energy use, in each region of
the country. The relationships between economic variables
must therefore be carefully specified for each region so that
the impact of the policy on the various sections of the
nation might be known in advance. Optimally, of course, an
28
energy plan should be formulated for each region, all fitting
together into a comprehensive national program. For this, too,
are regional studies necessary.
Thus the case for regional econometric studies of
electricity has a basis from both the empirical and policy
points of view. The present analysis is a first step in
this direction. The methods used are a hybrid of former
studies, drawing especially on the work of Halvorson {1972}.
Modifications are introduced as necessary to account for the
characteristics of the New England region. The conclusions
of this study are presented in the Introduction and in
Chapter 4. Their value is equally divided between the
actual elasticities obtained and the attempt to derive a
regional demand equation at a very detailed level of
aggregation. The data problems encountered at this level of
aggregation are severe, but the study does present a
consistent, comprehensive method of dealing with the
estimation of demand and supply price equations at the regional
level.
29
Chapter 3 The Model
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a summary of the logic and structure
of the econometric model used in this paper. The problem
of identification is presented along with an explanation of
the two-stage least squares technique. This is followed by
a discussion of the price variable. Finally, the explanatory
variables of the demand and supply price equations are
introduced.
3.2 Identification
The estimation of a demand equation for electrical
energy is complicated by the fact that utility companies have
declining block rate structures. The price paid per kilowatt-
hour decreases with the number of kilowatt-hours purchased.
Not only is demand a function of price, but both average and
marginal price are a negative function of quantity consumed.
Price and quantity, therefore, are determined simultaneously
by the intersection of both the demand and supply curves.
Estimation of only the demand equation will result in biased
coefficients.
Halvorson f19721 gives a short illustration of the
nature of this problem which reveals its importance. Assume,
Halvorson says, that the price schedule can be represented
by the equation:
P = d + eQ + v
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where P is the real price of electricity, Q is the quantity
consumed, e is negative, and v is the disturbance term.
Further assume that demand for electricity is solely a
function of real income, Y:
Q = a + cY + u
where c is positive and u is the error term. A demand
equation is estimated from the data using ordinary least
squares:
Q = f + gP + hY + u2
This equation, a linear combination of the true demand and
supply price equations, would probably yield a high R and
a significant negative price elasticity. However, by
construction, demand is perfectly inelastic with respect to
price.
Halvorson's example points out quite vividly the need
for identification of the demand equation through the use of
an equation describing the location and shape of the price
schedule. The supply price equation will be of the form:
P = f(Q,X,u)
where X is the vector of exogenous variables which, in
addition to quantity, determines the position and shape of
the price schedule.
The order condition necessary to identify an equation
is that the number of exogenous and predetermined variables
excluded from the equation must at least equal the number of
endogenous variables included on the right-hand side of the
equation.5 In the case of electricity demand, this means that
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the supply equation must include at least one exogenous
variable that does not appear in the demand equation. If just
one such variable exists, the demand equation is just-
identified. If there are two or more such variables, as is
the case in this analysis, the equation is over-identified.6
As Fisher {1966} notes, "Overidentification is the case
in which there is more than enough independent information
to distinguish the true equation from all others. Such
extra information is not redundant."7 A proper method must
be employed to perform the estimation of an over-identified
equation so as to take advantage of this non-redundant
information.
Ordinary least squares (OLS) is not an appropriate
technique when estimating one equation in a simultaneous
system. Because price is a function of quantity, it, for
example, will not be independent of the distrubance term in
the demand equation. The coefficients derived by OLS will
therefore be biased and inconsistent (that is, the bias will
persist for even infinitely l ar ge samples). A technique which
does yield consistent estimates is two-stage least squares
(TSLS). 8
The first stage of the TSLS procedure is to obtain a
A
modified regressor, P, by regressing price, P, on all the
exogenous variables in the model. Since these variables are
exogenous, each of them is independent of the error term in
the demand equation. Therefore, a linear combination of them,
A
P, is also independent of that disturbance term. The second
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stage consistsof substituting P for P in the demand equation,
applying OLS to it, and deriving estimates of the coefficients.
These estimates will be consistent since the instrumental
A
variable P is independent of the disturbance term in the
demand equation.
3.3 The Price Variable
The demand for electricity by a residential customer,
according to traditional demand theory, should depend, other
things being equal, on the marginal price of that good. This
concept is based on the first order conditions of consumer
utility maximization subject to a budgetary constraint.9 The
demand equation should, according to this premise, contain
the marginal price of electricity as an explanatory variable.
There are two obstacles to doing this. One is a problem of
data availability, and the other is concerned with the
applicability of the above maximization argument for the case
of electricity consumption.
Data on marginal price are not published in any statistical
bulletin of the electric industry. Approximations to this
variable -- for example, as calculated from the Federal Power
Commission's Typical Electric Bills -- are not acceptable
because of different usage patterns ascribed to the different
consumption levels described in that publication. 1 The only
way to obtain marginal prices is from the actual rate
schedules of the electric utilities, which are not easily
available even from the state departments of public utilities.
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If they were obtained, a weighted average for each utility's
service area would have to be constructed based on the
relative number of customers using each rate structure:
water-heating, space-heating, off-peak hours, etcetera. This
information is not available.
If the marginal price data were obtained, there would
still be a question as to whether it is the appropriate
variable to use is an analysis of electrical energy consumption.
It has been argued that average price is at least as
reasonable a variable to use. This figure can be easily
calculated by dividing a utility's total revenues from
residential sources by the number of kilowatt-hours sold to
residential customers, and so the data problem is easily
overcome. Justifying inclusion of this variable, however, is
a more rigorous task.
Halvorson {1972} devotes a substantial section of his
thesis to this question. He notes:
Consideration of the information costs involved in fully
satisfying the first-order conditions will show that the use of
simpler decision rules than those implied by the first-order1 2conditions may lead to greater net benefit for the customer.
The reasoning for this statement follows. Residential
customers purchase electricity as an intermediate good to be
used as an input for their appliances which in turn serve
various functions. To achieve full maximization of utility,
the first-order criteria mentioned above should be satisfied
for each of these household functions. The marginal price
paid by the consumer for the electricity being used by each
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appliance is dependent on two factors, the wattage of the
particular appliance and, because of the declining block rate
structures, the total amount of energy purchased. The
former piece of information is sufficiently easy for the
customer to obtain, for it is marked on most appliances. The
latter, however, requires simultaneous knowledge of the amount
of electricity being used by the entire household over the
whole billing period. The information costs involved in such
a simultaneous maximization procedure would probably outweigh
the benefits to the average household, and so a simpler
decision-making process, that of reacting to the average
price, is a strong possibility. The conclusion of this
argument is that average price may indeed be a more accurate
determinant of consumer behavior than marginal price, at
least in the case of electrical energy consumption. For this
reason, as well as the above-mentioned data problems,
average price is used in this analysis.
3.4 The Structural Demand Equation
The residential demand for electricity is hypothesized to
be a function of both economic and non-economic variables. The
economic variables included are the average price of electricity,
the averages prices of natural gas and fuel oil, and family
income. The non-economic variables are the size of households,
heating requirements, and the ownership, private or public,
of the electric utility serving the section of the geographic
area under study.
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The average price of electricity as an explanatory
variable is discussed in the previous section. A negative
relationship is expected to exist between the price of
electricity and the amount consumed per household.
The demand for electricity will, in the long run, be
influenced by the relative average prices of competitive
sources of energy. A number of the uses to which electricity
is put -- cooking, space heating and cooling, clothes drying,
and water heating -- can be performed equally well (excluding
cost considerations) by gas appliances, and for some of these
fuel oil can also be used. The relative prices of these
alternative energy forms are assumed to have a long-run
influence on consumer behavior in purchasing appliances.
Therefore, there should be significant cross-elasticities of
demand for electricity with respect to both the average
price of natural gas and the average price of fuel oil.
Furthermore, the cross-elasticities should be positive in sign,
reflecting the competitive nature of the commodities.
Family income is included as another economic variable.
Its coefficient should be positive, indicating that households'
consumption of electricity increases with income. Median
family income is used here instead of average per capita
income because it is thought to be the more appropriate
variable when one is considering purchases by electric utility
customers. "Customers" in this sense are generally households
rather than individuals (although some households may have
only one person), and therefore the concern is for maximization
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of utility subject to a household's or family's budget
constraint.
A non-economic characteristic, the number of persons
per household, or family size, is expected to have a positive
effect on electricity demand. Larger families not only use
their appliances more intensively than smaller ones but may
also buy larger, more energy-consuming appliance in the first
place.
Households in cold climates use more energy than those
in warmer areas. Whether this will be characterized by a
greater demand for electricity in the long run, though, is
uncertain, for the low capital costs of electric heating
might be outweighed by its high operating cost in areas of large
heating requirements. Competitive sources of energy, natural
gas and fuel oil, might in cold climates have the advantage
even though they have higher installation costs. Therefore,
the demand for electricity probably has a nonmonotonic
relationship to heating requirements, with electricity
gradually losing its competitive advantages as heating needs
increase. To test the reactivity of residential electrical
energy demand with respect to climatic conditions, the
number of heating degree days is used as an explanatory
variable in this model. The sign of its coefficient, as
mentioned above, is difficult to determine in advance, for
the variable is an argument in a nonmonotonic function. The
regression should help determine in which part of the curve we
are located for this New England sample.
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The final variable included in the demand equation is a
dummy variable equalling one if the sample electric utility
is publicly owned and zero if it is a private firm. The sign
of this variable might be positive or negative. The former
would be the case if the operating cost advantages of the
public companies, especially in the form of special tax
considerations, are pa-ssed along to the consumer in the form
of lower rates. This would presumably stimulate demand. On
the other hand, public companies do not engage in the types of
promotional activities common to private utilities, and thus
the level of consumption might be lower in the municipals'
service areas (depending, of course, on the effectiveness of
advertising on the part of the private companies). The sign
of this variable, then, should tell us which of these effects
is dominant.
The variables in the structural demand equation are
summarized in Table 3. The expected signs of the coefficients
are given below the variables.
3.5 The Structural Supply Price Equation
The supply price equation includes five explanatory
variables. The economic variables are the average consumption
of electricity per residential customer, the total operation
and maintenance costs of each utility, and the total number of
customers served by each utility. The other two variables are
the percentage of housing units in multi-unit structures and
the ownership characteristics of the electric utilities.
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Table 3
The Structural Demand Equation
QELEC
QELEC
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
FSIZE
DDAYS
INCOME
DUMMY
= f(PELEC, PNGAS, PFOIL, FSIZE, DDAYS, INCOME, DUMMY, C)
= Average consumption of electricity per residential
customer in 1970, in kilowatt-hours.
= Average price of electricity to residential customers
in 1970, in cents per kilowatt-hour.
= Average price of natural gas to residential customers
in 1970, in cents per hundred cubic feet.
= Average price of Number 2 fuel oil to residential
customers as of January 1, 1970, in cents per gallon.
= Average number of persons per household, 1970.
= Number of heating degree days. Thirty-year average
or, if unavailable, in 1970.
= Median family income in 1969, in dollars.
= 1 for publicly owned electric utility
0 for privately owned electric utility.
= Constant.C
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Consumers in a given utility service area are faced with a
declining rate schedule. Because both the marginal price and
the average price per unit consumed decrease with the amount
of electricity purchased, the sign of the variable indicating
the average consumption of electricity per residential
customer should be negative.
The shape and location of a utility's price schedule
will depend on the costs involved in producing and distributing
electrical energy. The total operation and maintenance costs
is used as the relevant variable in this analysis. It is
expected that as expenses increase utilities will charge
higher prices for their product.
The total number of customers served by each company is
included in the regression to test the hypothesis that
economies of scale make it possible for larger companies to
charge less per kilowatt-hour than smaller companies. This
variable should have a negative sign if the hypothesis is to
be supported.
The characteristics of the service area of a utility are
expected to have an effect on the costs, and therefore the
price schedule, of that utility. The descriptive variable
that is used in thisstudy is the percentage of housing units
in multi-unit structures. More urbanized areas will have a
larger percentage of such units. Utilities serving more
urbanized areas are expected to have lower transmission
costs, thereby enabling them to charge lower rates. In
addition, the initial hook-up cost in cities is low because most
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units are already tied into an electric line. In rural areas,
though, new poles and wires are more often needed to hook up
a new customer, and the rate schedules of companies serving
these communities should reflect this disadvantage. The sign
of the urbanization variable, then, should be negative.
The other variable included in the supply equation is the
same dummy found in the demand equation. This term equals
one for a publicly owned utility and zero for a privately
owned utility. It is predicted that public companies will be
able to charge lower rates becasue of their special tax
status and because they are not always expected to achieve a
high rate of return. The supply price equation should have
a negative coefficient associated with the dummy variable.
The variables in the supply price equation are summarized
in Table 4. The expected signs of the coefficients are
given below the variables.
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Table 4
The Structural Supply Price Equation
PELEC = f(QELEC, OP, URB, TCUST, DUMMY, C)
PELEC = Average price of electricity to residential customers
in 1970, in cents per kilowatt-hour.
QELEC = Average consumption of electricity per residential
customer in 1970, in kilowatt-hours.
OP = Total operation and maintenance costs of each utility
in 1970, in dollars.
URB = Percentage of housing units in multi-unit structures
in each utility franchise area, in 1970.
TCUST = Total number of customers served by each utility.
DUMMY = 1 for publicly owned electric utility
o for privately owned electric utility.
C = Constant.
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Chapter 4 Equation Estimation
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the two-stage least
squares estimation procedure. Data sources are provided,
followed by a detailed discussion of the regression results.
Ordinary least squares results are provided for comparative
purposes. The total elasticities of demand are investigated,
contrasting with the direct elasticities derived from the
structural equations. Dynamic implications of the model are
considered and conclusions are presented.
4.2 The Data
The data for this study are a cross-section of the
characteristics of sixty-seven utilities and their service
areas for the year 1970. All of the utilities are in the
six-state New England region. A listing and breakdown by
state can be found in Appendix 1.
The data concerning the utilities themselves, specifically,
the average consumption of electricity per residential
customar, the average price paid per kilowatt-hour by
residential customers, the total operation and maintenance
costs, and the total number of customers served, were gathered
from the 1970 editions of Statistics of Publicly Owned Utilities
in the United States and Statistics of Privately Owned Utilities
in the United States. Both of these sources are published by
the Federal Power Commission. In addition, data for the four
cooperative companies were taken from the United States
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Rural Electrification Administration's 1970 Annual Statitical
Report, Rural Electric Borrowers.
Information concerning the service, or franchise, areas
of the electric companies was more difficult to obtain. First,
from maps provided by the utility commissions of the six
states, a list was constructed of all the towns and cities
served by each utility. Data from the 1970 Census were then
compiled to produce averages for those variables needed in the
regression. For example, from the 1970 Census of Population
data were obtained on the number of persons per household and
median family income in each town. These figures were multi-
plied by the number of households in the town, and a weighted
average of the two variables was obtained for each utility. The
1970 Census of Housing provided information on the number of
units in each town which were in multi-unit structures and on
the total number of year-round housing units. The ratio of
the sums of these numbers over all the towns.and cities in each
utility service area provided the percentage of units in that
area which were in multi-unit structures.
Because gas and electric company service areas seldom
coincide, the average price of natural gas had to be calculated
in one of two ways. A list of the franchise areas of the
natural gas companies in the region was obtained from the
New England Gas Association's Membership and Statistical
Directory, 1969. The state-wide average consumption of
natural gas per customer was derived from the American Gas
Association publication, Gas Facts, 1970 Data. This source
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also provided the statewide average price per hundred cubic
feet of natural gas. In addition, the actual gas rate
schedule in effect on January 1, 1970, was obtained for a
number of utilities from the records of the six state
public utilities commissions.
The natural gas price was calculated in one of the two
following ways. If a gas company completely enclosed the
service area of an electric utility, the average cost per
hundred cubic feet was derived using the statewide level of
consumption and that particular utility's gas rate structure.
(The level of consumption is needed because of the declining
block rate structure in the gas industry. This causes
average price to be different at every level of consumption.)
If, on the other hand, an electric company's franchise area
was not served by only one gas company, the statewide average
price of natural gas was used. In thirty-six of the
sixty-seven cases this statewide average price was employed
(as noted in Appendix 4).
The fuel oil industry is very decentralized, having many
independent distributors thorughout the region. To obtain the
average price of fuel oil, telephone calls were made to a large
number of retail suppliers in the region. Data were obtained
in this manner for the per gallon price of Number 2 grade
home-heating fuel oil as of January 1, 1970. Unweighted
averages of the prices in a number of locations within the
electric utility's franchise area (four or five locations in
the larger service areas, one or two in the smaller ones)
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provided the fuel price information used in the regression.
The number of heating degree days was obtained from the
1967 County and City Data Book which gives a thirty-year
average (1931-1960) of weather information for a number of
cities. Weather data were chosen for the city closest to or
included in each electric utility franchise area. Some of
the degree day figures are missing for cities listed in the
Data Book. In these cases, the number of degree days in 1970
was used. This information was taken from the 1970 Annual
Climatological Summary of the United States Environmental
Science Services Administration. The use of 1970 data is
not as appropriate as the thirty-year average in a long-run
demand study, but data limitations made it necessary to use
this surrogate in some cases.
The data used in this analysis are provided in Appendix 2.
As can be seen from the numbers and from the summary of the
data presented in Appendix 3, a large variation occurs in the
values of each of the variables, even within the rather small
New England region, which should help to assure statistically
significant results.
4.3 Demand Equation Results
4.3.1 Two-Stage Least Squares
The structural demand equation was estimated using six
types of equations to test for variations in goodness-of-fit
and the signs of the derived coefficients. (These forms are
shown in Table 5.) The equations were derived from two-stage
Table 5
Mathematical Forms Used in this Analysis
Mathematical Form
Linear Transformation
of the Equation Elasticity
Linear
Log-linear
Hyperbolic
Logarithmic
Exponential
Inverse-Exponential
y = a + bx
y = a + bx*
y = a + b/x
y = a + bx*
y* = a + bx
y* = a + b/x
bx/y
b
-b/xy
b/y
bx
-b/x
* = natural logarithm.
ON
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least squares regressions of a 1970 cross section of sixty-
seven New England electric companies. The seven variables
included in the demand equation are listed in Table 3. The
first stage of the regression included the additional
exogenous variables from the supply equation as listed in
Table 4. Briefly, these are total operation and maintenance
costs, the percent of housing units in multi-unit structures,
and the total number of electric customers.
The results of the regressions are summarized in Table 6.
The log-linear and inverse-exponential equations provided the
best fit to the data while the linear form gave a clearly
inferior fit to all the others. All of the seven variables in
the log-linear equation were significant to at least the .10
level, but in the other equations some of the variables --
notably the price of fuel oil and the number of degree days --
did not have even this degree of significance. The signs of
the derived elasticities did not depend on the form of the
equation but rather remained the same from one regression to
another. Most of the variables behaved well or gave the
expected sign. The two that did not, the prices of fuel oil
and natural gas, will be discussed shortly, but first the
other five will be considered.
The average price of electricity has the expected negative
impact on the demand for that energy source. Significant
elasticities of between -0.8041 and -1.1162 are derived. There
might be a problem in interpreting these figures, for the two
limits can opposite repercussions for policy decisions. The
Table 6
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
1. Log-linear form
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-1.1162
-0.3047
-0.5746
0.4436
0.9536
0.3042
-0.1591
4.4192
Standard
Error
.3747
.0925
.3345
.1463
.2435
.2237
.0603
3.6538
T-Statistic
2.978
3.292
1.717
3.030
3.915
1.359
2.634
1.209
Significance
Level
.0025
.001
.05
.0025
.0005*
.1
.01
.15
Direct
Elasticity
-1.1162
-0.3047
-0.5746
0. 4436
0.9536
0.3042
R = .7276 F(7,59) = 26.655
Notes are at the end of the table.
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Table 6 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
2. Linear form
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-818.333
-96.5350
-72.3690
0.2568
1507.04
0.4884
-455.946
426.594
R2 = .6157
Standard
Error
1437.71
30.0997
128.770
0.0815
495.475
0.2478
534.671
7917.67
T-Statistic
0.569
3.207
0.562
3.150
3.041
1.970
0.852
0.053
Significance
Level
.3
.0025
.3
.0025
.0025
.05
Direct
Elasticity
-0.3769
-0.3649
-0.2523
0.5001
0.8763
0.5856
.2
.8
F(7,59) = 16.113
Notes are at the end of the table.
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Table 6 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
3. Hyperbolic form
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
11608.0
38113.4
29942.1
-2616x10 4
-15830.1
-1277x10 4
-739.421
7212.30
Standard
Error
6737.70
11153.2
35477.4
1001x10 4
4843.12
1017x10 4
405.433
5618.25
T-Statistic
1.722
3.417
0.843
2.613
3.915
1.255
1.823
1.283
Significance
Level
.05
.001
.25
.01
.0005*
.15
.05
.1
R2 = .7117 F(7,59) = 24.286
Notes are at the end of the table.
L.3
C0
Direct
.asticit
-0.8604
-0.3490
-0.2875
0.4638
0.9140
0.3621
Table 6 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
4. Logarithmic form
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-4401.33
-1839.01
-1969.77
T 92.46
4663.42
2308.06
-740.981
-28403.3
Standard
Error
1994.64
492.752
1781.00
779.270
1296.65
1190.81
321.497
19450.4
T-Statistic
2.206
3.732
1.105
3.326
3.596
1.938
2.304
1.460
Significance
Level
.025
. 0005*
.15
.001
.0005*
.05
Direct
Elasticity
-0.8041
-0.3360
-0.3599
0.4736
0.8520
0.4217
.025
.1
R = .7120 F(7,59) = 24.320
Notes are at the end of the table.
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Table 6 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
Regression
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
PSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Standard
Coefficient Error-
-0.3044
-0.0157
-0.0269
.4365x10~4
0.2934
.6782x10~4
-0.1177
8.4083
R = .7153
.2390
.0050
.0214
.1355x10~4
.0823
. 4120x10~4
. 0089
1.3161
T-Statistic
1.273
3.144
1.260
3.221
3.561
1.645
1.324
6.387
Significance
Level
.15
.0025
.15
.0025
.0005*
.1
.1
0005*
Direct
Elasticity
-0.7673
-0.3248
-0.5133
0.4652
0.9337
0.4451
F(7,59) = 25.138
Notes are at the end of the table.
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5. Exponential form
VariablE
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Notes:
Table 6 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
6. Inverse-Exponential form
Regression Standard Significance Direct
Coefficient Error T-Statistic Level Elasticity
2.4739 1.2725 1.944 .05 -1.0036
6.6592 2.1064 3.161 .0025 -0.3337
8.1383 6.7004 1.214 .15 -0.4277
-4894.06 1891.17 2.587 .01 0.4749
-3.2806 .7636 4.296 .005* 1.0367
-2088.55 1921.75 1.086 .15 0.3241
-.1366 .0757 1.784 .05 ----
9.7257 1.0610 8.223 .0005* ----
R2 = .7243 F(7,59) = 26.245
* = Significant to at least this level.
Elasticities are calculated at the means.
Degrees of freedom = 60. R is corrected for the number of degrees of freedom.
Corrected R2 = R - k (1-R 2 ); where k = number of regressors,
n-k-1 n = number of observations.
U,
LA)
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situation is complicated by the fact that the two results are
not statistically different from one another, varying by not
even one standard error. The actual value is no doubt between
the two, more probably slightly under one than over it, although
it is impossible to state with certainty. Thus, while it is
unclear whether demand is price elastic or price inelastic,
it can be confidently stated that there is a significant
relationship between the average price of electricity and the
quantity consumed in New England.
The regressionsreinforce the hypothesis that there is a
positive relatbnship between income and the level of
consumption of electricity. The income variable is always
significant to at least the .01 level. The elasticities
derived frc::. the equations range from 0.4436 to 0.5001. The
latter figure, taken from the linear equation, is probably
biased upwards due to the inadequacy of that form in taking
into account the price of electricity7. Therefore, the income
elasticity probably ranges between 0.4436 and 0.4749, the
level given by the inverse-expcnential equation.
Similarly, we find a positive sign associated with family
size. This coefficient was always significant to the .005
level. The elasticities associated with family size are
usually less than one, indicating that there are some
"economies of scale", at least in terms of energy consumption,
associated with larger families.
The dummy variable, equalLing one for publicly owned
companies and zero for private utilities, had a negative sign
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in all six equations tested. This supports the premise that
advertising and promotional activities on the part of private
firms do have a significant role in increasing levels of
consumption of electrical energy.
The number of degree days is one of the weaker variables,
insignificant at the .10 level in two cases and significant only
to that level in two others. Nevertheless, its sign is always
positive, supporting the idea that, even in the cold Northeast,
electric heating is competitive with natural gas and fuel oil.
(This fact has apparently been recognized by consumers in the
region, for the number of all-electric homes has risen quite
rapidly, amounting to almost a four-fold increase in the
.13five-year period of 1967 to 1971.3)
The coefficients associated with the price of natural
gas and the price of fuel oil are unexpectedly negative in sign.
Because these energy forms differ considerably in their price
structures and availability in the region, it is well to
discuss them separately when trying to account for this
discrepancy from expectations.
The model used in this study might be inadequate to fully
reflect the characteristics of the competitive market between
natural gas and electricity. Natural gas, like electricity,
is sold according to a declining block rate structure. Thus,
there are three relationships of concern: 1) the dependence
of quantity consumed of natural gas and its price; 2) the
dependence of price on quantity consumed; and 3) the impact of
both of these factors on the demand for electricity. One way
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to solve this triangular relationship might be to incorporate
another equation into the model, one describing the location
and shape of the price schedules of the natural gas companies
in the region. The data are not available for this, however.
Halvorson {1972} tried to solve this problem by making the
price of natural gas endogenous, but this did not help the
situation.14
Another explanation that might explain the negative gas
price coefficient is that the unavailability of natural gas
in the extensive rural areas of New England results in a nega-
tive bias. In Maine, for example, only thirteen towns and
cities are served by natural gas companies, and in Vermont the
situation is equally bad, with fourteen towns served. This
clearly introduces a strong bias into the analysis.
An attempt was made to incorporate this explanation into
the regression. A variable was derived expressing the degree
of availability of natural gas in electric utility service
areas. This variable, named AVAIL, was equal to the
percentage of towns in an electric company's franchise area
which have natural gas distribution service. The effect of
including this variable in the regression can be seen for the
log-linear form in Table 7. AVAIL had the expected negative
sign, indicating ;hat an increased availability of natural gas
has a diminishing effect on electricity demand, but the
variable is neither significant nor does it help the R value
of the equation. A problem here is that AVAIL is strongly
correlated with the number of degree days, for it is the
Table 7
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
Static Model with Gas Availability Variable
Log-Linear form
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
AVAIL
C
Regression
Coefficient
-1.2616
-0.2712
-0.5800
0.4539
0.9500
0.1251
-0.1818
-0.0106
5.9911
Standard
Error
.4103
.1011
.3412
.1482
.2501
.2933
.0661
.0099
4.0834
T-Statistic
3.074
2.682
1.699
3.061
3.797
0.426
2.749
1.062
1.467
Significance
Level
.0025
.005
.05
.0025
.0 0 05
.2
Direct
Elasticity
-1.2616
-0.2712
-0.5800
0.4539
0.9500
0.1251
.005
.5
.1
R = .7165 F-(8,58) = 21.849 Degrees of freedom = 59
u,
--j
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northern states that have less extensive gas distribution systems.
AVAIL, therefore, is probably a bit more significant than indi-
cated in Table 7, but its inclusion does not help explain enough
of the variation in the dependent variable to merit a place in
the structural demand equation for New England.
The coefficient of the price of fuel oil is also beset
with an unexpected negative sign. The fact thatthis variable
is highly significant in but one of six forms of equations
makes this a less serious problem in one respect, but it
points out another difficulty. The general insignificance
of the coefficient means that the null hypothesis is not
refuted. That is, the effect of fuel o..l prices on electricity
demand may indeed be negligible. On the other hand, it is hard
to believe thatthis is true for New England, where fuel oil
is so widely used (see Appendix 5). The problem might be
the lack of reliable data on fuel oil prices.
As mentioned above, for the purposes of this study,
telephone calls were made to a number of retail fuel companies
within each electric utility service area. Perhaps a more
intensive survey is needed, such as on a town-by-town basis.
Such research, however, is most cumbersome when one is
dealing with a large number of communities. Simplifying
assumptions -- for example, getting the prices in major ports-
of-entry and using a distance relatonship to approximate
prices in different towns -- are not acceptable. Pricing
policies are a function not only of distance, but also of
wholesale quantity purchased, special group purchasing
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arrangements, and the characteristics of the various retailers
and their market areas. The lack of accurate data is a
serious impediment in this kind of analysis and has probably
resulted in biases in the fuel oil price coefficients.
An alternative explanation for the poor behavior of the
coefficients of natural gas and fuel oil provides intriguing
possibilities for model construction. The cross-elasticity
of demand for electricity with respect to a competitive source
might be a step function. There may be threshold values
of the price variables at which a customer converts from one
energy form to another. Below this threshold, determined by
climatic and social characteristics as welll as income, there
will be no shift to alternative energy modes. Above this
level, however, families choose to make significant changes
in their appliance stock. Thus, there is a range of relative
prices that may not affect energy conversions at all.
Instead of a continuous cross-elasticity we find a step function.
If the above is an accurate description of the competitive
market among energy forms, there would probably be different
threshold levels for the various sections of the country. A
curve fitted through these numerous threshold values would
appear to be a continuous cross-elasticity function. Within
a relatively homogeneous region, however, the threshold levels
might be very close to one another, retaining the characteristics
of a step function even when combined graphically.
The model used in this regional study would not be able
to accurately describe a discontinuous relationship between
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the demand for electricity and the prices of alternative
energy sources, for the estimation technique cannot produce
step functions. This inability of the model to portray the
structural relationship between competitive energy forms
might be the cause of the unexpected coefficients of the fuel
oil and natural gas price variables.
4.3.2 Beta Coefficients
The elasticities of demand, as calculated from any
regression technique, do not indicate the relative importance
of the explanatory variables in influencing the level of the
dependent variable. The beta coefficient, however, does
provide a measure of importance, and so assists in broadening
the picture beyond that which the elasticities can supply. The
formula for the beta coefficient is:
S.J
B. b.
SQ
where B. = the beta coefficient for variable j
3
b. = the estimated coefficient of variable jJ
s. = the standard deviation of variable j
3
s = the standard deviation of the dependent variable. 1 5
Table 8 gives the beta coefficient for the six forms of
equations investigated in this analysis. The most important
determinant of demand is, in all except the ill-fitting linear
case, the price of electricity, followed by income, the
Variable
PELEC
INCOME
DUMMY
FSIZE
PNGAS
DDAYS
PFOIL
Equation:
Linear
.2563
.4307
.1806
.2856
.3215
.3536
.0579
Table 8
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Beta Coefficients
Log-Linear Hyperbolic Logarithmic Exponential Inv-Exponential
.6897 .5492 .5252 .4937 .6061
.3365 .3549 .3798 .3791 .3438
.3263 .2928 .2935 .2414 .2801
.2975 .3066 .2809 .2879 .3290
.2396 .2766 .2793 .2707 .2502
.1704 .2093 .2497 .2542 .1772
.1267 .0682 .0838 .1114 .0960
0~1
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ownership of the utility, and family size. The price of
natural gas, temperature, and the price of fuel oil are
relatively less important. The relative unimportance of the
prices of the competitive energy forms might be due to the
inadequacies in the model explained in the previous section.
4.3.3 Ordinary Least Squares
For comparative purposes, the structural demand equations
were estimated using the ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression technique. As mentioned in the early parts of
this paper, OLS will produce biased coefficients when one
equation of a simultaneous system of equations is estimated.
This is not immediately evident from the OLS regression
results (see Table 9). The elasticities of demand as derived
from the ordinary least squares regressions are remarkably
similar to those obtained from the two-stage least squares
technique. Halvorson noted this in the working paper that
preceeded his thesis,16 but made no mention of the phenomenon
in the thesis itself. Apparently the biases resulting from
OLS are less severe than would be expected from the interaction
of the downward sloping supply price schedule and the demand
equation.
4.3.4 Summary
In summary, the structural demand equations derived
using two-stage least squares were quite satisfactory. The
main determinants of demand are price, income, the ownership
Table 9
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Ordinary Least Scuares Results
1. Log-Linear form
Regression
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Stand.ard
Coefficient Error
-0.9650
-0.3214
-0.5141
0.4758
0.9601
0.3710
-0.1389
3.2496
.1315
.0831
.3004
.1245
.2404
.1595
.0379
2.4218
T-Statistic
7.337
3.865
1.711
3.821
3.993
2.325
3.659
1.341
Significance
Level
.0005*
.0005*
.05
.0005*
.0005*
.025
Direct
Elasticity
-0.9650
-0.3214
-0.5141
0.4758
0.9601
0.3710
.0005*
.1
R = .7371 F(7,59) = 27.440
Notes are at the end of the table..
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Table 9 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATIONS
Ordinary Least Squares Results
2. Linear formt
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-1937.50
-81.4869
-137.510
.2173
1378.00
.3254
-838.539
6293.11
Standard
Error-
267.740
20.5827
87.3723
,0568
411.285
.1227
206.38
2554.27
T-Statistic
7.236
3.959
1.573
3.823
3.504
2.651
4.063
2.463
Significance
Level
* 0005*
* 0005*
.1
0005*
0005*
.01
.0005*
.01
Direct
Elasticity
-0.8924
-0.3080
-0.4794
0.4232
0.8012
0.3902
R = .7035 F(7,59) = 23.382
Notes are at the end of the table.
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Table 9 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
3. Hyperbolic form
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Regression Standard
Coefficient Error
11894.7 1806.43
37855.4 9499.10
30765.6 30178.5
-.2586x10 8  .7284x107
-15841.4 4034.09
-.1240x10 8 .5879x107
-754.875
6991.38
R = .7119
Notes are at
204.940
2559.41
F(7,59) =
the end of
T=Statistic
6.584
3.985
1.019
3.550
3.926
2.109
3.683
2.731
Significance Direct
Level Elasticity
.0005* -0.8817
.0005* -0.3466
.25 -0.2954
.0005* 0.4585
.0005* 0.9147
.025 0.3517
.0005* ----
.005 ----
24.300
the table.
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Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-4936.18
-1779.92
-2183.85
2478.40
4640.41
2071.44
-812.151
-24262.6
R = .7148
Table 9 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
4. Logarithmic form
Standard
Error-
704.489
445.429
1609.23
666.911
1287.89
854.590
203.440
12932.1
F(7,59) =
the end of
T-Statistic
7.006
3.995
1.357
3.716
3.603
2.423
3.992
1.870
Significance
Level
.0005*
.0005*
.1
.0005*
.0005*
.01
Direct
Elasticity
-0.9019
-0.3252
-0.3990
0.4528
0.4878
0.3784
.0005*
.05
24.640
Notes are at the table.
Table 9 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
5. Exponential form
Regression
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Standard
Coefficient Error_
-0.3877
-0.0146
-0.0318
.4071x10~ 4
0.2838
.5568x10~ 4
0.1462
8.8450
R = .7319
.0495
.0038
.0161
.1050x10~4
.0760
.2269x10~ 4
.0381
.4722
T-Statistic
7.832
3.840
1.970
3.874
3.732
2.453
3.832
18.728
Significance
Level
.0005*
.0005*
.05
.0005*
.0005*
.01
.0005*
.0005*
Direct
Elasticity
-0.9774
-0.3024
-0.6075
0.4340
0.9032
0.3654
F(7,59) = 26.749
Notes are at the end of the table.
0~i
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Table 9 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL DEMAND EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
Variable
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
2.2665
6.8459
7.5425
-5113.59
-3.2724
-2353.94
-.1254
8.8855
R = .7297
6. Inverse-Exponential
Standard
Error
.3401
1.7888
5.6830
1371.83
.7596
1107.27
.0385
.4819
form
T-Statistic
6.662
3.827
1.327
3.727
4.307
2.125
3.251
18.435
Significance
Level
.0005*
.0005*
.1
.0005*
.0005*
.025
.001
.0005*
Direct
Elasticity
-0.9195
-0.3431
-0.3964
0.4962
1.0341
0.3653
F(7,59) = 26.464
Notes: * - Significant to at least this level.
Elasticities are calculated at the means.
Degrees of freedom = 60. R2 is corrected for the number of degrees of freedom.
M.
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of the electric utility,- and family size. No one of the six
forms of equations tested was clearly superior to the rest,
although the linear form was clearly inferior. The derived
elasticities remained fairly constant from one form to the
next. The R values were at an acceptable level for a cross-
sectional study, and the variables, except for natural gas
and fuel oil prices, behaved as expected. Ordinary least
squares equations were estimated for comparison purposes.
These turned out to be remarkably similar to the two-stage
least squares regressions.
4.4 Supply Equation Results
4.4.1 Two-Stage Least Squares
Structural supply equations were estimated for the
same six forms of equations investigated in the demand analysis,
and the same 1970 regional sample formed the data base. The
six variables included in the supply price equation are listed
in Table 4. The exogenous variables included in the first
stage of the regression are the prices of natural gas and fuel
oil, family size, degree days, and family income.
The results of the regressions are presented in Table 10.
The logarithmic and log-linear equations provided the best fit,
but the other forms were not very much worse in this respect.
The degree of fit was a bit lower than for the demand case,
reflecting the lack of prior knowledge in the actual
determinants of the location and shape of the price schedule,
but the R values are within an acceptible range for a
Table 10
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
1. Log-Linear form
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression Standard
Coefficient Error
-0.3808
0.0802
-0.0499
-0.0916
-0.1548
4.1299
.0752
.0462
.0280
.0453
.0330
.6326
T-Statistic
5.061
1.735
1.779
2.021
4.686
6.528
Significance
Level
.0005*
.05
.05
.025
Direct
Elasticity
-0.3808
0.0802
-0.0499
-0.0916
.0005*
. 0005*
F(5,61) = 22.255
Notes are at the end of the table.
-j
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R = .6167
Table 10 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
2. Linear form
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-. 1675x10-3
-. 1678x10
-0.002161
-. 3243xl0-5
-0.3906
3.7474
Standard
Error
.4679x10
.1024x10
.002510
.1881x10-5)
.0740
.3249
T-Statistic
3.581
1.637
0.861
1.723
5.271
11.533
Significance
Level
.0005*
.1
.2
.05
. 0005*
. 0005*
Direct
Elasticity
-0.3636
0.0748
-0.0307
-0.0813
R = .5746
Notes are at
F(5,6l) = 18.829
the end of the table.
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Table 10 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
4487.39
-115358
2.814
862.649
-. 3395
1.7109
Standard
Error
862.506
104301
1.666
727.058
.0772
.2025
3. Hyperbolic form
T-Statistic
5.202
1.105
1.689
1.186
4.396
8.448
Significance
Level
. 0005*
.15
.05
.15
Direct
Elasticity
-0.3449
0.0399
-0.0401
-0.0471
.0005*
.0005*
R = .5919
Notes are at
F(5,61) = 20.149
the end of the table.
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Table 10 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
4. Logarithmic form
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression Standard
Coefficient Error
-1.0085
0.2394
-0.1157
-0.2789
-0.4217
10.9403
.1925
.1183
.0718
.1159
.0458
1.6192
T-Statistic
5.237
2.022
1.610
2.404
4.987
6.756
Significance
Level
.0005*
.025
.1
.01
Direct
Elasticity
-0.4000
0.0949
-0.0458
-0.1106
.0005*
.0005*
R2 = .6355 F(5,61) = 24.021
Notes are at the end of the table.
(A)
Table 10 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
5. Exponential form
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-.6497x10~4
0.6250x10~8
-.1123x10-2
-.1185x10-5
-0.1484
1.395
R = .5808
Standard
Error-
.1769x10~ 4  3
.3874x10- 8  1
.9493x10- 3  1
.7117x10-6 1
.0280 5
.122 1
F(5,61) = 19.301
T-Statistic
Significance
Level
.672
.613
.183
.665
.298
1.357
.1
.15
.1
Direct
Elasticity
-0.3555
0.0702
-0.0402
-0.0749
.0005*
. 0005*
Notes are at the end of the table.
Table 10 (cont.)
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
1664.83
-29283.1
1.1590
207.656
-0.1269
0.6137
R = .5651
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Two-Stage Least Squares Results
6. Inverse-Exponential form
Standard
Error
339.228
41022.2
.6553
285.955
.0303
.0796
T-Statistic
4.907
0.714
1.768
0.726
4.179
7.705
Significance
Level
.0005*
.25
.05
.25
Direct
Elasticity
-0.3226
0.0255
-0.0417
-0.0286
.0005*
.0005*
F(5,61) = 18.164
* = Significant to at least this level.
Elasticities are calculated at the means.
Degrees of freedom = 62. R is corrected for the number of degrees of freedom.
Notes:
-j
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cross-sectional sample of this size. As in the demand
equation estimations, all of the variables retained the same
sign throughout all of the six functional forms. All of the
five variables produced the expected signs.
The average quantity of electricity demanded per residential
customer, always significant to the .005 level, had the
anticipated negative sign, reflecting the declining block rate
schedules of the electric companies. The elasticity of the
supply price with respect to quantity ranged from -0.3229 to
-0.4000.
The coefficient of the operation and maintenance expense
variable reinforced the expectation that utility costs have a
positive effect on price. This variable had significance
levels of from .005 to below .10 but always retained the
same sign. The significant elasticities ranged between
0.0702 and 0.0949.
The urbanization variable, the percentage of units in
multi-unit structures, had a negative coefficient, indicating
that more closely-packed settlement produces cost advantages
for the utilities and therefore price advantages for the
customers.
Economies of scale apparently do come into play in the
electrical energy industry, for the total number of customers
had a negative coefficient. The significant elasticities of
price with respect to size ranged from a low of -0.0749 to
a high of -0.1106.
Lower taxes and decreased incentive for profit maximization
Table 11
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Beta Coefficients
Variable
TCUST
OP
QELEC
DUMMY
URB
Equation:
Linear
1.0814
1.0256
.5346
.4939
.0939
Log-Linear Hyperbolic Logarithmic Exponential Inv.-Exponential
.9463 .3168 1.0976 1.0372 .2001
.8485 .3329 .0649 1.0027 .2218
.6162 .5815 .6217 .5444 .5663
.5138 .4292 .5332 .4925 .1604
.1688 .1451 .1491 .1281 .1569
-J
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in municipal utilities are reflected in lower rate structures.
This is indicated by the negative sign of the dummy variable
equalling one for public ownership. This variable was
significant to the .005 level for all six forms of equations,
which shows that public companies can offer a savings of
about .33 to .42 cents per kilowatt-hour, everything else
being equal, over the price charged by private firms.
4.4.2 Beta Coefficients
The beta coefficients of the six structural supply
equations are presented in Table 11. The total number of
customers is generally the most important variable in
determining supply price, followed by operation and
maintenance costs and the quantity consumed. The dummy
variable is less important than these three, but it is much
more important than the urbanization variable.
The beta coefficients of the supply price equations
are interesting, for they point out the size of the firm and
its operation costs as being the most important determinants
of the location and shape of the price schedule.
4.4.3 Ordinary Least Squares
The supply price equations were also estimated using
the ordinary least squares technique. As in the case of the
structural demand equation, the supply elasticities derived
from the OLS equations are quite similar to those obtained from
the TSLS procedure, indicating that the problem of simultaneity
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression Standard
Coefficient Error
-0.4356 .0527
0.0927 .0442
-0.0606 .0258
-0.1020 .0437
-0.1493 .0323
4.5496 .4800
Table 12
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
1. Log-Linear form
T-Statistic
8.265
2.096
2.344
2.331
4.620
9.477
Significance
Level
.0005*
.025
.025
.025
.0005*
.0005*
Direct
Elasticity
-0.4356
0.0927
-0.0606
-0.1020
R = .6235 F(5,61) = 22.868
Notes are at the end of the table.
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Table 12 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
2. Linear form
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-.2132x10 3
.1953x10 7
-.003712
-.3699x10-5
-.3895
4.0501
R = .5926
Standard
Error
.2776x10~4
.9783x10- 8
.002122
.1805x10-5
.0725
.2069
T-Statistic
7.680
1.996
1.749
2.049
5.372
19.567
Significance
Level
.0005*
.05
.05
.025
* 0005*
.0005*
Direct
Elasticity
-0.4629
0.0870
-0.0527
-0.0927
F(5,61) = 20.205
Notes are at the end of the table.
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Table 12 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
3. Hyperbolic form
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression Standard
Coefficient Error
5096.53
-122593
3.1564
898.029
-. 3296
1.5760
631.569
103287
1.6213
720.796
.0760
.1549
T-Statistic
8.069
3 186
1.946
1.245
4.333
10.170
Significance
Level
.0005*
.25
.05
.25
Direct
Elasticity
-0.3917
0.0424
-0.0450
-0.0490
.0005*
.0005*
R = .5980 F (5,61) = 20.643
Notes are at the end of the table.
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Table 12 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
4. Logarithmic form
Variable
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression Standard
Coefficient Error
-1.1519
0.2120
-0.1435
-0.3062
-0.4073
12.0369
.1348
.1131
.0661
.1120
.0826
1.2283
T-Statistic
8.541
2.404
2.404
2.733
4.926
9.799
Significance
Level
.0005*
.01
.025
.005
Direct
Elasticity
-0.4569
0.1079
-0.0569
-0.1214
.0005*
.0005*
R = .6421 F(5,61) = 24.693
Notes are at the end of the table.
CO
Variables
QELEC
OP
URB
TCUST
DUMMY
C
Regression
Coefficient
-.8305x10~4
.7339x10~8
-. 001737
-.1365x10-5
-0.1480
1.5154
Table 12 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
5. Exponential form
Standard
Error
.1047x10~4
.3692x10 8 8
.0008009
.6813x10-6
.0273
.0781
T-Statistic
7.925
1.988
2.169
2.004
5.411
19.400
Significance
Level
.0005*
.05
.025
.025*
.0005*
.0005*
Direct
Elasticity
-0.4545
0.0824
-0.0622
-0.0863
R = .6004 F(5,61) = 20.837
Notes are at the end of the table.
Table 12 (cont.)
STRUCTURAL SUPPLY EQUATION
Ordinary Least Squares Results
6. Inverse-Exponential form
Regression Standard Significance Direct
Variable Coefficient Error T-Statistic Level Elasticity
QELEC 1882.71 248.726 7.569 .0005* -0.3648
OP -31871.1 40676.9 0.783 .25 0.0278
URB 1.2815 .6385 2.006 .025 -0.0461
TCUST 220.311 283.866 0.776 .25 -0.0303
DUMMY -0.1234 .0299 4.119 .0005* ----
C 0.5654 .0610 9.266 .0005* ----
R = .5706 F(5,61) = 18.546
Notes: * = significant to at least this level.
Elasticities are calculated at the means.
2Degrees of freedom = 62. R are corrected for the number of degrees of. freedom.
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in the system is not as severe as would be expected.
4.4.4 Summary
In summary, the structural supply equations obtained from
the two-stage least squares technique behaved rather well. The
relatively low R values indicate that other variables might
be included to better explain the location and shape of the
price schedule, but the variables used in this study all had
the expected coefficients and were all significant.
There are a number of other variables that might be
included in a supply price equation. Two that were tested in
this study but not discussed above are the percentage of
total electricity generation purchased by a utility and the
ratio of residential to total kilowatt-hour sales.17 These
however did not imporve the results and were statistically
insignificant in all six forms of equations tested. This
is somewhat surprising because these variables reflect
important cost and demand characteristics of the industry, and,
as such, would be expected to influence the supply price.
The supply price equation is an area that has been
substantially neglected in previous studies of electricity
demand. Other variables than those mentioned here should
undoubtedly be included in a comprehensive study of the supply
side of the electrical energy market. For example, load
duration curves and transmission costs should definitely be
a part of the model. Hopefully, the supply price equations
derived here and by Halvorson {1972} will provide a base from
86
which further research may be pursued.
4.5 Elasticities
The elasticities derived from the estimated structural
demand and supply price equations reflect the direct influence
of th explanatory variables on the dependent variable. The
nature of this simultaneous system, however, is that there
is an interdependence between price and quantity. Thus, there
will be indirect, as well as direct, effects on the dependent
variables. For example, an increase in income will cause
consumption to increase with a corresponding decrease in
average price. The lower price will then stimulate consumption,
further decreasing price, and so on. The structural equation
describes only the primary effect. The total elasticities, on
the other hand, can be obtained from the reduced-form equations
of the system. These equations can be derived from the structur-
al equations by solving for equations containing only one
endogenous variable.
If equations (1) and (2) are the two log-linear
structural equations, equation (3) can be derived as one of the
two reduced-form equations. The coefficients in (3) will be
the total elasticities of demand. For example, c/(l-bf) is
the total elasticity of demand with respect to income. Since
c is positive, and both b and f are negative with a product
less than one, the total elasticity of demand with respect to
income will be greater than the direct elasticity, as expected.
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Q = a + bP + cY+u (1)
P = e + fQ + gT + hC + v (2)
Q = a+be + bg T + bh C + c Y + d X + bv+u (3)
1-bf 1-bf 1-bf 1-bf 1-bf 1-bf
Both the structural equations and the reduced-form
equations are of interest in policy-making. The latter, while
providing the very useful total elasticities of price and
demand, are not complete unto themselves. Knowledge of the
structural relationships between variables is also of great
importance.
Earlier sections of this thesis have dealt with the
estimation of the struatural demand equation. In this part
we shall investigate three methods of obtaining the total
elasticities of demand as calculated from the reduced-form
equations.
Estimates of the reduced-form equations can be
derived algebraically from the estimates of the structural
equations obtained from the TSLS procedure. As noted above,
the structural demand and supply price equations can be
manipulated to produce a reduced-form equation. By substituting
the coefficients of the estimated structural equations into the
reduced-form equation, the total elasticities are easily
calculated. Using the structural log-linear equations as an
example, the values of "c", "b", and "f" are 0.4436, -1.1162,
and -0.3808, respectively. The quantity c/(l-bf), equalling
0.7715, is the total elasticity of demand with respect to
income.
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While the structural coefficients are unbiased and
consistent, the reduced-form coefficients produced in this
fashion will be biased but consistent. For large samples,
then, this procedure is acceptable. The data base for the
present analysis is not very large, consisting of sixty-seven
observations. Nevertheless, the reduced-form coefficients
as derived from the estimated log-linear structural
equations are presented in Table 13.
Another approach used to obtain the total elasticities
is to estimate the reduced-form equation directly. In other
words, ordinary least squares would be used to estimate
equation (3) directly from the data. The coefficients produced
by OLS estimation of the reduced-form will be consistent
since no endogenous variables appear on the right-hand side of
the equation. Besides the obvious disadvantage of not providing
an elasticity with respect to price, this procedure also has
the limitation that its estimates will be less efficient than
those obtained from the structural equations. (This will
not be true if the equations are just-identified.)l8 For
illustrative purposes, however, the results of a direct
estimation of the log-linear reduced-form equation is given
in Table 13.
A third method is available for use in deriving total
elasticities. The assumption behind this procedure is that
a single variable can be found that is independent of the
current level of consumption yet describes the location and
shape of the price schedule. A variable which has been
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suggested19 to fill this role is found in the Federal Power
Commission's Typical Electric Bills, a publication which lists
the total cost for various amounts of electricity. If this
variable, which we will call TEB, sufficiently describes the
price schedule, it can be substituted for the exogenous
variables in the price equation. The reduced-form equation
can then be estimated directly using ordinary least squares.
If the TEB variable is truly independent of the level of
consumption, this procedure will yield consistent estimates of
the total elasticities.
The conditions for using the TEB variable are not
satisfied. Utilities in New England generally have more than
one rate schedule for residential customers. The use of any
one of the five catego:ies of consumption listed in TEB
would not be appropriate. A proper index would have to be
a weighted average formed by weighting TEB values by the
patterns of consumption in each utility service area. The
data are not available to perform this operation. Thus, the
TEB variable cannot be used to specify the shape and location
of the price schedule.
Although the conditions for using the TEB variable are not
met, a sample of the results obtained using this procedure is
given to provide a third measure of direct elasticities in
Table 13. The values derived, however, should be used with
caution.
Table 13 presents a comparison of the three types of
total elasticities and the direct elasticities. As expected,
Table 13
REDUCED-FORM DEMAND EQUATION
Total and Driect Elasticities
(from log-linear equation)
Variable
PNGAS
PFOIL
FSIZE
DDAYS
INCOME
Derived from
Structural
Equation
-0.5299
-0.9993
1.65P5
0.5290
0.7715
Estimated with
Exogenous
Variables
-0.4674
-0.1134*
0.8060
0.9462
0.5298
Estimated
With TEB
Variables
-0.3569
-0.3402
0.7985
0.8133
0.7447
Direct Elasticities
from
Structural Equation
-0.3047
-0.5746
0.9536
0.3042
0.4436
* = Insignificant coefficient.
0D
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the total elasticity of demand with respect to income is
larger than the direct elasticity, as are most of the other
total elasticities. The set of figures derived algebraically
from the structural equation is higher than those obtained
through the other procedures, indicating that perhaps there is
an upward bias associated with that technique. None of the
three methods is sufficiently foolproof, however, to establish
one or another as being exceptionally biased. Each procedure
has at least one weakness: The algebraic derivation from
the structural equation is beset by the small sample problem;
The elasticities produced by the direct estimation with
exogenous variables may suffer from an incomplete specification
of all the price-determining variables; The TEB variable
does not meet the necessary conditions for inclusion.
Therefore, none of the estimates of total elasticities should
be taken as unbiased or even consistent. The direct elasticities,
on the other hand, are more likely to be consistent.
4.6 Lags
To test for dynamic qualities in the supply and demand
relationships, lag structures can be introduced into the
equations and compared with the results of the static case.
Halvorson {1972} devotes a section of his thesis to various
dynamic formulations of the demand and supply price equations
and found that the static case was acceptable as a long-run
model. 20
The data used in this study are for the year 1970.
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Unfortunately, there is not sufficient data after that year
nor reliable data before it to perform an adequate test of
the dynamic character of the electricity market in New
England. It will be assumed, therefore, that, in this
respect, Halvorson's national results apply as well to
New England.
4.7 Conclusions
The estimated structural demand and supply price
equations as summarized in Tables 6 and 10 demonstrate
certain features of the electrical energy market in New
England.
First of all, a significant elasticity of demand with
respect to price is obtained. It cannot be stated with
assurance whether this elasticity is greater or less than one,
but a negative relationship between quantity consumed and
price is definitely established. The two-stage least squares
procedure insures that the demand equation is properly
estimated, and so it cannot be said that this relationship
is a result of the declining block rate structure in which
price is a negative function of quantity. It is the actual
price effect on demand that is estimated.
A significant income elasticity of demand is derived.
The importance of other variables, family size and heating
requirements, is also ascertained.
Fuel oil and natural gas prices do not have the expected
coefficients. This might be due to biases introduced by poor
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data, for the former, and the limited availability of the
latter in much of the region. On the other hand, it might
be due to the inadequacy of the model in portraying what
could be a noncontinuous cross-elasticity function.
Table 14 presents a comparison of the regional demand study
of Halvorson {1972} with the results obtained in this thesis.
The elasticities derived by Halvorson from, state data are
quite similar to hose derived from the less aggregated sample
used in this paper. This may be a reflection of the similar
economic structure of the states on the Eastern Seaboard
as a whole and the New England states. In any case, the
results tended to reinforce each other's credibility.
The supply price equation demonstrates a negative
relationship between price and quantity, reflecting the
declining block rate structures used throughout the region.
The equation also indicates some of the determinants of the
location of the price schedule. Operation and maintenance
costs and the degree of urbanization both affect the price
of electricity within a utility's service area. In addition,
the results show that companies with greater numbers of
customers can take advantage of economies of scale and offer
lower rates than smaller companies.
The dummy variable, equalling one for publicly owned
utilities and zero for private companies, provides some
interesting insights into the New England electric industry.
It is found from the supply equation that public companies
charge generally lower rates than private firms. However,
Table 14
Summary of Northeast Regional Studies
Of Long-Run Electricity Demand
Study
Halvorson
Sample
Northeast,
Middle
Atlantic,
East North
Central states
Equation
Log-linear
Price
Estimated Elasticities
Income Gas Fuel Oil
-1.1540 0.4606 -0.0042* n.a.
New England
utilities Log-linear -1.1162 0.4436 -0.3047 -0.5746
Inverse-Exponential -1.0036 0.4749 -0.3337 -0.4277
* = Insignificant coefficient.
~0
Levy
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customers of public utilities, as shown in the demand equation,
purchase less electricity than those served by private
companies. There is no apparent difference between the forms
of the public and private rate structures generally, and so
these consumption differences cannot be related to marginal
cost considerations. Thus, we can conclude that the impact
of advertising and promotional campaigns is sufficient to
overcome cost considerations and stimulate consumption of
electrical energy.
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Chapter 5 Policy Implications
one must be careful in drawing policy implications from
a static model, for the coefficients of the model are valid
only over the range of the data. In addition, a static
formulation assumes constant relationships among the variables
included. Forecasting, for instance, is an extremely risky
undertaking if one uses the results of an econometric model of
the sort presented in this thesis. The model does, however,
have important strengths, for it gives us statistically
significant clues about the structural relationships in
an economy.
In the preceeding analysis, for example, a strong elasticity
of demand for electricity with respect to its average price
is derived. This indicates that,in the long run, a rise or
fall of the price of electricity relative to other prices and
income will influence consumption of that good. While New
England already has among the highest electrical rates in the
nation, utilities and regulatory agencies might still take
note of the fact that further increases in price will, in the
long run, decrease consumption. This might become an
important consideration if a lack of power generation capacity
becomes a reality.
The thesis has indicated that there is at least one other
factor which influences the residential demand for electricity.
The analysis suggests that advertising and promotional
activities of utilities have an effect on consumption. The
electric companies in New England apparently have realized
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this, for until the recent "energy crisis", their advertising
tended to support the use of electricity -- for example, by
offering discounts on electrical appliances. Recently,
however, during a t.me in which inadequate power reserves
are feared, the utilities have been promulgating the opposite
point of view. Boston Edison, we find, has published a
free brochure entitle "The Wise Use of Energy", informing
customers of means to cut down on electricity consumption. The
power of the written word and the printed picture has been
recognized by the private sector. Perhaps governmental
regulatory agencies could adopt these propogandistic devices
to inform the public of methods of decreasing or controlling
electricity consumption in their homes. Such a policy,
combined with pricing policies, might slow down the rate of
demand growth. The impact of this policy on the region, in
terms of power plant construction and environmental effects,
could be considerable.
If the demand for electricity in New England is price-
elastic for the household sector, there is also a high
probability (although this is conjecture) that it is at
least equally elastic in the industrial and commercial sectors
for whom electricity is often a calculated input of sales or
production. One could assume, therefore, that pricing policies
will have important long-term effects on the industrial and
commercial demand for electrical energy and might even
influence plant location decisions. This may prove to be
an important factor in the region's attempt to revitalize its
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industrial areas and urban centers. Energy pricing policies
should be formulated with a view towards the effects on
long-range economic development. Further studies, however,
are necessary to quatify these important relationships in
the commercial and industrial sectors of New England before
policy implication can be drawn.
On the supply side, it has been shown that economies of
scale result to electric utilities as the total number of
customers increases. This is an important finding for New
England, with its segmented electricity distribution
system. Although there have been important steps taken
towards consolidating the flows of energy in the region,
for example, through the computer-controlled New England
Power Exchangeplanners might consider further consolidation
of the smaller companies and municipals to bring price
advantages to consumers.
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Chapter 6 Theoretical Considerations
The model presented in this thesis is a rather traditional
econometric model applied to a new situation. There are a
number of issues which have been raised by this application
that should be mentioned so that future work in this field may
be aided.
The scope of an analysis determines the variables to be
included in the model. The emphasis in this paper is on the
total residential demand for electricity in New England. This
is a derived demand, determined by many factors whose components
are in themselves worthy of separate studies. For example,
the decision-making process of a family buying a new appliance
will certainly be of interest to economists and planners.
A number of alternative variables could be used to study this
aspect of energy demand, as in the Fisher-Kaysen {1962} study.
The total demand model, however, is concerned with a
broader picture. The analysis in this thesis accepts certain
ecconic assumptions: demand is dependent on price and income;
it is also correlated with at least one sociological factor, the
size of families; it is influenced by natural factors -- in
this case, the climate as represented by heating degree days.
These variables were chosen for two reasons: 1) they seemed,
a priori, to be reasonable determinants of the residential
demand for electricity; and 2) other studies had used similar
variables, and so they were useful for comparative purposes.
These criteria, while giving significant justification
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to the choice of variables, reflect a problem encountered by
much energy research to date. An econometric analysis is,
at best, a series of intelligent suppositions. At worst,
it can be a sequence of bad guesses carried on from researcher
to researcher. To help narrow down the choice of "appropriate"
variables, the economist must have some feel for the actual
economic and sociological processes going on in the world.
Energy research has thus far neglected much potentially available
information. Coordinated, sophisticated surveys of electric
customers and other empirical studies of consumer behavior, for
example, would be of great help to economists trying to
formulate realistic consumption models. Such surveys would
give direction and help to make econometric and other models
more refined and reflective of the true relationships in the
economy.
These other studies would be of importance for another
reason. The selection of variables in a model indicates a
predisposition towards one or another set of economic
assumptions. It should be recalled that while statistically
significant results are often obtained in a study of this
sort, the coefficients and correlations derived may not
always reflect true cause-and-effect relationships. Hidden
interactions may exist, and while one hypothesis might appear
to have been supported by an analysis, there may be a more
accurate description of the situation waiting to be found.
One tests for these, of course, with cross-checks of indepen-
dence of variables and so forth, but one cannot examine every
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possibility. Consumer surveys would help in this regard by
providing a base of information from which assumptions might
be drawn. This would be an important supplement to existing
statistical data, and :Lt is one area that should be strongly
emphasized in the future.
Another issue of importance that has been uncovered in
this thesis concerns the theoretical limitations of the
econometric technique. We may have encountered one of these
limitations in this paper in the relationship between the con-
sumption of electricity and the prices of competitive energy
sources. The concept of a step-function with threshold
price levels is not an unrealistic possibility for describing
consumer behavior in this field. While formulations can be
developed to deal with nonlinear consumption and production
functions, the econometric model used in this thesis cannot
handle the problem. Future researchers should be aware of
this limitation and either accept it or derive other
formulations of models that might better suit their purposes.
The reasons presented in the above paragraphs are chosen
to make the case that further research in this area should
be pursued, but that the emphasis of such research should
be carefully determined. Other variables should be tested and
alternative consumer decision-making criteria investigated.
The use of consumer surveys and market studies might prove to
be important and useful. Thorough study of alternative models
is also necessary. This will require in-depth and rather
time-consuming research, but the results should prove to
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make it worthwhile, for more accurate models are an essential
part of both national and regional energy planning.
This thesis presents a step in this direction. The
conclusions reached in this paper have worth, but they are
temporary, waiting for something better to come along..
Hopefully, they will form a basis and an incentive for future
work in regional energy demand studies.
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Notes
1/ For example, Fisher and Kaysen {1962} , Houthakker and
Taylor {966}, Wilson {1971}, Anderson {1972}, and
Halvorson {19721.
2/ Fisher and Kaysen {1962}, page 80.
3/ Projection models should also reflect these regional
variations. This has not been possible to date, forcing
investigators, for example Mow {1973}, to assume that
national figures apply to specific sections of the country.
4/ Halvorson {19721, pages 24 through 28.
5/ Wonnacott and Wonnacott {1970}, page 180.
6/ Ibid. Pages 172 through 189. And, Goldberger {1964},
pages 306 through 318.
7/ Fisher {1966}, page 29.
8/ Wonnacott and Wonnacott {1970}, pages 190 through 192.
9/ Maximize U = U(Q,X) subject to a budget constraint
Y = B + kX,
where: U = level of utility
Y = total real income
Q = quantity of electricity consumed
X = vector of consumption of all other goods
B = total cost of electricity
k = vector of prices of all other goods.
Q
B = O P(Q)dQ
Solution: 3U/3Q _ P
1 T1
Ideally, one should also consider the income and
substitution effects of price changes on consumption. It is
not only relative marginal price which determines the level of
consumption, for a change in marginal price increases or
decreases income within the budget constraint, thus allowing a
movement both along and away from the utility curve.
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10/ For example, the typical bill for 250 kilowatt-hours bes
not include water-heating, whereas the bill for 1000
kilowatt-hours does.
11/ Halvorson {1972}, pages 45 through 49.
12/ Ibid. Page 45.
13/ New England Electric Council {1971}, page 16.
14/ Halvorson {1972}, page 150.
15/ Goldberger {1964}.
16/ Halvorson {1972-b}.
17/ Calculated from Federal Power Commission and Rural
Electrification Administration sources (same as those
used for other utility data).
18/ Goldberger {1964}, page 365.
19/ Halvorson {19721, page 205.
20/ Ibid. Chapter 8.
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Appendix 1
List of Electric Utilities Included in this Analysis
Connecticut --
1) Connecticut Light and Power Company
2) Hartford Electric Light Company
3) United Illuminating Company
4) Groton*
5) Norwalk*
6) Norwich*
7) South Norwalk*
8) Wallingford*
Total Connecticut = 8
Private = 3
Public = 5
Rhode Island --
9) Blackstone Valley Electric Company
10) Narragansett Electric Company
11) Newport Electric Company
Total Rhode Island = 3
Private = 3
Public = 0
Massachusetts --
12) Boston Edison Company
13) Boston Gas Company
14) Brockton Edison Company
15) Cambridge Electric Light Company
16) Cape and Vineyard Electric Company
17) Fall River Electric Light Company
18) Fitchburg Gas and Electric Company
19) Massachusetts Electric Company
20) New Bedford Gas and Electric Company
21) Western Massachusetts Electric Company
22) Belmont*
23) Braintree*
24) Chicopee*
25) Concord*
26) Danvers*
27) Hingham*
28) Holden*
29) Holyoke*
30) Hudson*
31) Hull*
32) Ipswich*
33) Littleton*
34) Mansfield*
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Massachusetts (continued) --
35) Marblehead*
36) Middleborough*
37) North Attleboro*
38) Peabody*
39) Reading*
40) Shrewsbury*
41) South Hadley*
42) Taunton*
43) Wakefield*
44) Wellesley*
45) West Boylston*
Total Massachusetts = 34
Private = 10
Public = 24
Vermont --
46) Central Vermont Public Service Corporation
47) Green Mountain Power Corporation
48) Burlington*
49) Ludlow*
50) Lyndonville*
51) Morrisville*
52) Swanton Village* +
53) Vermont Electric Cooperative +
54) Washington Electric Cooperative
Total Vermont = 9
Private = 4
Public = 5
New Hampshire --
55) Concord Electric Company
56) Connecticut Valley Electric Company
57) Exeter and Hampton Electric Company
58) Granite State Electric Company
59) Public Service Company of New Hampshire
60) Littleton*
61) New Hampshire Electric Cooperative
Total New Hampshire = 7
Private = 6
Public = 1
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Maine --
62) Bangor Hydro-Electric
63) Central Maine Power Company
64) Maine Public Service Company
65) Houlton*
66) Kennebunk*
67) Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative
Total Maine = 6
Private = 4
Public = 2
Total New England = 67
Private = 30
Public = 37
Notes: * = Publicly owned utility.
= Rural Electrification Administration cooperative
electric company, privately owned.
Appendix 2
Listing of Data
To CELEC PELEC INCOME
1.00000 7069.55 2.332C2 12539.0
2.00000 6334.09 2.51247 12212.0
3.00000 6324.88 2.15360 11196.0
4.00000 5526.47 2.47C58 9584.CC
5.00000 5255.47 2.50878 12507.0
6.00000 4851.31 2.55000 9768.00
7.00000 3790.42 2.18161 12507.0
8.00000 6750.86 2.19920 11976.0
9.00000 3782.56 2.82980 9357.00
10.0000 4776.38 2.73585 9854.00
11.0000 5974.45 2.506C9 9043.00
12.0000 4366.91 3.20487 11395.C
13.0000 2745.14 3.95669 9133.00
14.0000 6168.04 2.37625 11296.0
15.0000 2839.12 2.78599 9815.00
16.0000 4431.10 3.15403 9473.00
17.0000 3628.92 2.9197C 8894.00
18.0000 4524.45 3.42539 9993.00
19.0000 5173.75 2.73588 10652.0
20.0000 3665.05 3.10141 8765.00
21.0000 6931.34 2.41724 10568.0
22.0000 5100.91 2.53075 13559.C
23.0000 6486.91 2.29592 13030.0
24.0000 5498.82 2.14860 9738.00
25.0000 7129.24 2.20633 16463.0
26.0000 5809.81 2.C8959 12516.0
27.0000 6081.07 2.26207 14202.C
28.0000 6263.99 2.54695 12633.0
29.0000 3851.56 2.23027 9218.00
30.0000 5806.84 2.51467 11645.0
31.0000 4140.22 2.60755 10677.0
32.0000 4901.54 2.86148 11278.0
33.0000 5452.95 2.29083 12243.0
34.0000 5397.23 2.40693 11020.0
35.0000 5694.77 2.18301 14222.0
36.0000 4021.76 3.02941 9638.00
37.0000 5324.97 2.41C86 11112.0
38.0000 5490.00 2.14469 11629.C
39.0000 6257.70 2.54577 13319.0
40.0000 7202.26 2.00775 12230.0
41.0000 5857.86 2.21566 11091.0
42.0000 5262.92 2.32796 9957.00
ECONOMETRIC SOFTWARE PACKAGE * ESP *
ECONOMETRIC SOFTWARE PACKAGE
43.0000
44.0000
45.0000
46.0000
47.0000
48.0000
49.0000
50.0000
51.0000
52.0000
53.0000
54.0000
55.0000
56.0000
57. 0000
58.0000
59.0000
60.0000
61.0000
62. 0000
63.0000
64.0000
65.0000
66.0000
67.0000
5041.35
6715.50
6706.30
7033.64
7007.54
7567.31
4614.52
4742.18
7025.10
6889.34
8933.27
8083.14
5779.23
5794.78
5320.27
6138.50
5625.53
4595.30
4541.14
4367.13
4804.91
4772.33
3777.26
5824.69
3046.54
* ESP *
2.57090
2.71636
2. 11051
2.16417
2.01310
1.71940
2.47072
2.57174
1.90528
2.04462
2.39996
2.48C74
2.40143
2.73748
2.80861
2.79287
2.64155
2.70058
2.56047
2.57575
2.58396
3.02597
2. 51C41
1.96470
3.51883
VERSION OF AUGUST 19
112
12412.0
19401.0
12750. C
9067.00
10330.0
9908.00
8929.00
8600.00
8409.00
8391.00
9464. 0 C
8899.00
9905.00
8779.00
9922.00
10965.0
9859.00
8032.00
9331.CC
8344.00
8655.CC
7949.00
6903.00
8574.CC
8432.00
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10 PNGAS PFOIL FSIZE
1.00000 19.3300 19.7000 3.25000
2.00000 19.3300 19.9000 3.0300C
3.00000 19.3300 19.8000 3.08000
4.00000 19.3300 19.5C00 3.33000
5.00000 19.6400 2C.9000 3.150CC
6.00000 19.3300 19.5000 2.98000
7.00000 19.6400 2C.9C00 3.15000
8.00000 19.6400 18.9000 2.95000
9.00000 19.68C0 19.7000 3.00000
10.0000 33.1900 18.4000 3.08000
11.0000 17.5700 18.4000 3.14000
12.0000 18.7200 18.9c00 3.05000
13.0000 23.0400 18.9000 2.77000
14.0000 22.4900 19.9000 3.43000
15.0000 22.0000 19.9C00 2.43000
16.0000 18.7200 18.5000 2.85000
17.0000 2C.99C0 18.9000 3.00000
18.0000 18.7200 15.9Cc 3.090CC
19.0000 18.72CC 19.2C00 3.50000
20.0000 22.3800 18.9C00 2.93000
21.0000 18.7200 19.8000 3.08000
22.0000 19.50C0 19.9000 2.99000
23.0000 23.0400 18.9000 3.600CC
24.0000 27.7700 16.7000 3.22000
25.0000 23.0400 19.9CCO 3.55000
26.0000 18.7200 17.9000 3.37000
27.00C 23.04C 19.9C00 3.61000
28.0000 20.1100 18.9C00 3.290CC
29.0000 2C.1500 19.9000 2.85000
30.0000 2C.1100 19.20C0 3.600CC
31.0000 23.0400 19.9000 3.5800C
32.0000 18.7200 17.9000 3.23000
33.0000 23.0400 16.9000 3.4800C
34.0000 22.4900 19.9000 3.39000
35.0000 19.3300 18.9000 2.960CC
36.0000 18.7200 19.5C00 3.18000
37.0000 18.7200 19.9000 3.21000
38.0000 18.7200 18.9000 3.38000
39.0000 19.5000 18.9000 3.690C0
40.0000 2 C.1100 18.9000 3.3400C
41.0000 27.7700 19.9C00 3.23000
42.0000 22.490 19.5C00 3.07000
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43.0000
44.0000
45.0000
46.0000
47.0000
48.0000
49. 0000
50.0000
51.0000
52.0000
53.0000
54.0000
55.0000
56.0000
57.0000
58.0000
59.0000
60.0000
61.0000
62.O0OC
63.0000
64.0000
65.0000
66.COO
67.0000
18.7200
23.0400
20.1100
14.9400
14.9400
17.0700
14.9400
14.9400
14.9400
17.07C0
14.9400
14.9400
29.0500
17.4700
17.47CC
17.4700
1 1.4700
1 J. 47CC
17.4700
28. 850CC
28.8500
28.8500
28. 85CC
28.8500
28.8500
17.9000
19.9000
18.9C00
19.7000
18.0000
21.4000
19.7000
18.0000
18.0000
21.4000
17.9000
18.0000
19.9000
17.8000
19.2000
18.9000
19.2000
17.0CC0
19. ICCO
18.70CC
17.9000
19.8000
19. 4000
18.40CC
18.9000
3.25000
3.27000
3.45000
3.09000
3.27000
2.9900C
2.82000
3.030C0
2.99000
3.45000
3.48000
3.36000
2.990CC
2.99000
3.26000
3.23000
3. 150CC
2.860CC
2.95000
3.10000
3.10000
3.5400C
3.19000
3.130CC
3.19000
* ESP * VERSION OF AUGUST 15
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ID ODAYS
1.00000
2.00000
3.00000
4.00000
5.00000
6.00000
7.00000
8.00000
9.00000
10.0000
11.0000
12.0000
13.0000
14.0000
15.0000
16.0000
17.0000
18.0000
19.0000
20.0000
21.0000
22.0000
23.0000
24.0000
25.0000
26.0000
27.0000
28.0000
29.0000
30.0000
31.0000
32.0000
33.0000
34.0000
35. 0000
36.0000
37.0000
38.0000
39.0000
4C.0000
41.0000
42.0000
6235.00
6235.00
5897.00
5897.00
5617.00
5897.00
5617.00
5897.00
5954.00
5954.00
5114. CO
5634.0C
5634.00
6481.00
5634.00
5370.00
6038.00
6496.00
6969.00
5370.00
6286.00
5634.00
5634.00
6286.00
5634.00
5634.00
5634.00
6S69.00
6286.00
6969.00
5634.00
5634.00
6496.00
6481.00
5634.00
5370.00
6481.00
5634.00
5634.00
6969.00
6286.00
6481.00
OUMMYl
0.0
0. c
0.0
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
0.0
0. c
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.00000
1.000CC
1.00000
1.00000
1.0cCO
1.00000
1.00 Ccc
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1. 00 coo
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1 .000C
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
AVAIL
34.0000
50.0000
100.000
0.100000E 00
100.0CC
100.000
100.0CO
100.0CC
86.0000
63.0000
75.0000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
48.0000
100.000
100.000
65.0000
100.000
31.0000
100.000
100.000
100,000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.0CC
100.000
100.000
100.CCC
100.000
100.000
100. 0C0
100.000
100. 0C0
100. 000
100.000
100. 000
100.000
100. 000
100.000
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43.0000
44.0000
45.0000
46.0000
47.0000
48.0000
49.0000
50.0000
51.0000
52.0000
53.0000
54.0000
55.0000
56.0000
57.0000
58.0000
59.0000
60.0000
61.0000
62.0000
63.0000
64.0000
65.0000
66.0000
67.0000
5634.00
5634.00
6969. C
7739 .00
7739.00
7739.00
7739.00
7739.00
7739.00
7739.00
7739. C
7739.00
7383. 00
7199.00
7199. 00
7383.CC
7199.00
7383.00
7383.00
8408.00
7328. C
8408.00
8408.00
7511.00
8408.00
1.00000
1.00000
1. 00000
0.0
0.0
1.00000
1.00c00
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
o.c
0.c
0.0
0.C
0.0
0. c
0 .
1.00000
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.00000
1.00000
0.0
100.000
100. 000
100.000
1.000CC
6.00000
100.000
0.1000ECO
0.100000E
0.100OCCE
50.0000
0.1000COE
0.10000CE
50.0000
10.0000
54.0000
0.100000E
13.00CC
0.100000E
0.100000E
6.00000
2.00000
0.100000E
0.100000E
0.10000CE
0.100000E
co
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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ID 7CUST CP URB
1.00000
2.00000
3.00000
4.00000
5. 00000
6.00000
7.00000
8.00000
9.00000
10.0000
11.0000
12.0000
13.0000
14.0000
15.000CC
16.0000
17.0000
18.0000
19.0000
20.0000
21.0000
22.0000
23.0000
24.0000
25.0000
26.0000
27.0000
28.0000
29.0000
30.0000
31.0000
32.0000
33.0000
34.0000
35.0000
36.0000
37.0000
38.0000
39.0000
4C.0000
41.0000
4?. 0000
489472.
268755.
250566.
6935.00
2732. CC
15104.0
4911.00
12783.0
72360.0
2330 8.
22223.0
567294.
4443.00
83 123.0
39956.0
73059.0
47391.0
20407.0
676033.
98467.0
15 19 3 3.
9925.00
10814. C
19550. C
4891.00
8117.00
6885.00
4206.00
19944.0
6324.00
4681.00
4047.00
2780.00
3441.00
8397.00
6568.00
6874.00
16728. 0
16962.00
6659.00
5347. C
18082.0
0.915244E
0.493125E
0.3575 83E
0.351278E
5C4682.
0.291617E
805408.
C.310140E
0.13537CE
0.356896E
0.5C2812E
0.107860E
0.154762E
0.136527E
0*942017E
0.965946E
0.973324E
0.377515E
0.130032E
0.162527E
0.339628E
0.145780E
0.261444E
0.429059E
0.126879E
0.195639E
0.116654E
686457.
0.253121E
0.101210E
505CC7.
809232.
525315.
770714.
0.106528E
0.1C7C080E
0.105548E
0.297877E
0.447866E
0.137653E
0.136250E
0.383018E
08 31.8500
08 47.7700
CE 48.1000
07 35.67C0
40.2600
07 53.210C
40.2600
07 30.21C
08 62.56C0
08 43.3200
07 44.560C
09 62.1200
07 85.1100
08 30.5400
07 89.1500
07 12.00C0
07 62.7000
07 51.1500
09 47.47CC
08 54.2700
08 45.3200
07 51.5900
07 17.1000
07 52.90CC
07 16.2800
07 27.8400
07 12.3800
10.3000
C7 73.58CC
07 32.2200
21.75C
27.9400
12.0300
28.35CC
07 28.1200
07 32.4200
07 36.5800
07 31.8800
07 10.84CC
07 15.6600
07 30.8500
07 54.3600
* ESP * 'VERSION OF AUGUST 19
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43.0000
44.0000
45.0000
46.0000
47.0000
48.0000
49.0000
50.0000
51.0000
52.0000
53.0000
54.0000
55. 0000
56.0000
57.0000
58.0000
59.0000
6G. 0000
61.0000
62.0000
63.0000
64.0000
65.0000
66.0000
67.0000
8664.00
8395.00
2058.00
82458.0
55526.0
13777. C
1527.00
3 106. CO
2006.00
2213.00
6119.Co
4018.00
14852.0
7482.00
17134.0
2C364.0
217496.
2458.00
28844.0
63048.0
300143.
27128.0
5594.00
2358.00
6553.00
Notes: 1) ID numbers in left-hand column correspond to
identification numbers of electric utilities
in Appendix 1.
2) Variables whose value is zero are set equal to
one-tenth (0.1) so that their logarithm will
exist.
0.179795E
0.217837E
454909.
0. 1744 11E
0.100679E
0.212867E
205835.
360831.
326624.
253238.
0.146 162E
762780.
0.31C331E
0.203650E
0.280718E
0. 387688E
0.35272CE
375229.
0.419283E
0.863678E
0.349CC4E
0.435115E
717748.
416048.
0.106472E
07 33.0100
07 13.70O0
14.9000
08 33.60CC
08 33.4900
07 58.1200
37.47CC
42.5400
43.6400
22.7300
01 26.5600
25.69CC
07 38.8000
C7 4C.5200
07 20.5900
07 27.9500
08 37.91CC
41*6600
07 16.9900
07 23.3200
08 33.2000
07 29.07CC
29.1000
18.54C0
07 15.0500
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Appendix 3
Summary of Data
Variable
QELEC
PELEC
PNGAS
PFOIL
INCOME
FSIZE
DDAYS
OP
URB
TCUST
High
8933
3.95
33.19
21.4
14222
3.69
8408
.130x10 9
89.15
676033
Low
2839
1.71
14.94
15.9
6903
2.43
5370
179752
10.84
1527
Mean
5473
2.52
20.69
19.0
10659
3.18
6563
.112x10 8
35.83
63216
Variance
.159x10
.156
17.74
1.02
.450x10
.0574
838628
.586x1015
296.53
.174x101
Standard
Deviation
1265
.396
4.21
1.01
2121
.239
915
.242x10 8
17.22
132125
Appendix 4
List of Electric Company Franchise Areas
Completely Served by One Natural Gas Company
Electric Company
Connecticut:
1) Norwalk
2) South Norwalk
3) Wallingford
Rhode Island:
1) Blackstone Valley Electric Coimapany
2) Narragansett Electric Company
Massachusetts:
1) Boston Gas Company
2) Brockton Edison Company
3) Cambridge Electric Light Company
4) Fall River Electric Light Company
5) New Bedford Gas and Electric Company
6) Belmont
7) Braintree
8) Chicopee
9) Concord
10) Hingham
11) Holden
12) Holyoke
13) Hudson
14) Hull
15) Littleton
16) Mansfield
17) Marblehead
18) Reading
19) Shrewsbury
20) South Hadley
21) Taunton
22) Wellesley
Natural Gas Company
1)
2)
3)
1)
2)
Connecticut Light and Power Company
Connecticut Light and Power Company
Connecticut Light and Power Company
Valley Gas Company
Providence Gas Company
1) Boston Gas Company
2) Brockton-Taunton Gas Company
3) Cambridge Gas Company
4) Fall River Electric Light Company
5) New Bedford Gas and Electric Company
6) Mystic Valley Gas Company
7) Boston Gas Company
8) Springfield Gas Light Company
9) Boston Gas Company
10) Boston Gas Company
11) Worcester Gas Light Company
12) Holyoke
13) Worcester Gas Light Company
14) Boston Gas Company
15) Boston Gas Company
16) Brockton-Taunton Gas Company
17) Lynn Gas Company
18) Mystic Valley Gas Company
19) Worcester Gas Light Company
20) Springfield Gas Light Company
21) Brockton-Taunton Gas Company
22) Boston Gas Company
H-
0i
Natural Gas Company
23) West Boylston
New Hampshire:
1) Concord Electric Company
Vermont:
1) Burlington
2) Swanton Village
Maine:
(None.)
23) Worcester Gas Light Company
1) Concord Natural Gas Company
1) Vermont Gas Systems, Inc.
2) Vermont Gas Systems, Inc.
The state-wide average price of natural gas was used for the remaining
thirty-six utility service areas in the sample.
H
H
Electric Company
I
Appendix 5
Energy Utilization Characteristics of New England lbuseholds
House-Heating- Fuel
State All Occupied Units Electricity Utility Gas Fuel Oil
Connecticut 933,269 (100%) 5.22% 20.58% 71.94%
Rhode Island 291,965 2.73 27.43 67.91
Massachusetts 1,759,692 4.08 28.02 65.83
Vermont 132,098 5.92 5.03 80.40
New Hampshire 225,378 4.43 10.86 80.54
Maine 302,923 1.91 1.83 91.79
Total 3,645,325 4.17 22.00 71.15
Cooking Fuel
Connecticut 933,269 (100%) 55.45% 35.04% 0.81%
Rhode Island 291,965 43.79 47.40 1.06
Massachusetts 1,759,692 41.39 51.96 0.95
Vermont 132,098 59.17 10.85 1.28
New Hampshire 225,378 60.34 17.23 2.34
Maine 302,923 54.46 11.12 4.45
Total 3,645,325 48.08 40.23 1.31
(Source: 1970 Census of Housing, Table 37, "Fuels and Appliances for the S
Other
2.26%
1.93
2.07
8.65
4.17
4.47
2.68
8.68%
7.75
5.70
28.70
20.09
29.97
10.41
tate:1970")
I-I
